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Dear Readers,
According to a recent EU study looking into the power of innovation in European nations, Germany ranks third 
behind Sweden and Denmark. The otherwise promising field of life sciences only plays a secondary role in 
terms of innovation in Germany. For example, despite major international potential to innovate in life sciences, 
the biotechnology industry in Germany is developing at a slow rate. The German government has spearheaded 
a number of initiatives in recent years but they have had little impact. Indeed, Germany hasn’t been the 
world’s pharmacy for years, decades even – and in the short term this loss will be irreversible. Measured in 
sales and investments in pharmaceutical technology and biotechnology, Switzerland, England and the United 
States in particular lead in the field. This is primarily due to government policy. In Germany, there is general 
animosity in society toward the pharmaceutical industry. There are such strong reservations about biotech-
nology that politicians are declaring fields like plant biotechnology a lost cause. There is widespread disdain 
for genetic engineering. Because of this overall situation, venture capital for biotechnology in Germany is 
extremely hard to come by. So given the writing on the wall, is it time for this chapter of German life sciences 
and biotechnology to draw to a close and for industry to focus instead on well-established drivers of innovation 
such as mechanical construction and engineering? Well, at least at Steinbeis the number of innovative ideas 
being thought up in life sciences is growing – reason enough for life sciences to be the focal topic of this 
edition of TRANSFER magazine.

The field of life sciences stretches from biotechnology to bio-engineering, genetic engineering, genetic 
diagnosis (or DNA testing), medical technology and pharmaceutical technology. A mere glance at the innova-
tive concepts and developments emerging from the Steinbeis Network makes it clear that there is no shortage 
of ideas in this field in Germany; the scientific community moves in the highest circles at an international 
level. In some of the specific applications areas, such as medical engineering and medical laboratory diag-
nostics, Germany is a frontrunner or even number one. In other areas, discoveries are made in Germany and 
only during the translational process do they find their way into applications abroad to make use of the more 
favorable government policies and local capital. It is no coincidence that foreign investors and businesses are 
on the lookout for innovations in countries like Germany. So even if – based on the volume of investments and 
the level of turnover – the statistics are somewhat sobering, Germany is brimming with ideas, innovation and 
expertise in the field of life sciences. If we succeed in improving the implementation and application of the 
life sciences in Germany, the innovative power in the country will return it to the leading role it previously 
occupied on an international level, especially with respect to classic technology. After all, there is one thing 
everyone agrees on: The future will revolve around close ties between material sciences and life sciences.

Steinbeis has developed key instruments to enhance the important transfer process in Germany. For years, our 
iService Steinbeis Research Center has put us in a position where we can make our scientific and academic 
know-how in the field of a new substance class of drugs, the therapeutic oligonucleotides, available to other 
biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies. These research and development services are used by a variety 
of European and American companies. Our specific role is to analyze the immunological properties of oligonu-
cleotides, providing important information for the clinical development of oligonucleotides. To license the 
rights to the patented developments we have made in this field to other companies, we originally founded 
Celo GmbH, also a member of the Steinbeis Network and now called ImmunOligo GmbH. At this company, we 
made preparations for a spinoff company with the aim of driving in-house translational development of 
therapeutic oligonucleotides forward. This resulted in the founding of Rigontec GmbH in January 2014, 
which now develops RIG-I agonists for the treatment of tumor disease. On a number of levels, Steinbeis is 
thus supporting the transfer of scientific know-how and translational processes into clinical development. 
Steinbeis transfer is on the road to success in the field of life sciences and it only remains to be desired that 
plenty of academic groups now use this outstanding instrument to take the German biotechnology industry to 
the place it rightly belongs on the international stage: right at the front. 
 
 
Yours
Prof. Dr. med. Gunther Hartmann 

Prof. Dr. med. Gunther Hartmann  
is director of the iService  
Steinbeis Research Center and 
director of the Institute of  
Clinical Chemistry and Clinical 
Pharmacology at the University 
Clinic in Bonn.
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Johannes Merkel
Steinbeis Consulting Center Business Establishment and  
 Development (Freiburg) 
johannes.merkel@stw.de | www.steinbeis.de/su/1678

Ralf Stolarski
Steinbeis Consulting Center for Startups (Stuttgart)
Donaueschingen office
ralf.stolarski@stw.de | www.steinbeis-exi.de

Fresh hometown furniture design for the big, wide world
Steinbeis supports startups

After a whirlwind tour passing through Munich, England, Finland, Switzerland, New Zealand and Ireland, it was finally back to  
Glottertal, a small town in southern Germany. By all accounts, that doesn’t sound like successful first steps to independent entrepreneurship. 
Yet Matthias Scherzinger, born in Freiburg im Breisgau roughly 30 years ago, is here to prove the contrary. Back in his native  
surroundings, he gets started with his new endeavor by turning to the “Wirtschaftsförderung Region Freiburg,” an association dedicated  
to promoting economic growth in the greater Freiburg area. Since 2006, this association has been working with the Steinbeis Consulting 
Center for Business Establishment and Development under the directorship of Johannes Merkel. 

Matthias Scherzinger learned his trade as a carpenter in the Freiburg 
area, where he still has access to a large network. The tri-border region 
offers just the right mixture of big-world connections, customers who 
value premium quality and are interested in true works of art, and that 
sense of peace and security that only feeling at home can offer. It’s the 
ideal place for Scherzinger to tinker and file away at the products  
he designs under the name of “Freudwerk” (which translates loosely  
to “joyful workmanship”).

The greatest challenge for young entrepreneurs is to make good use  
of the various options for funding and financing – options that many  
of the people who come to see Johannes Merkel have never heard of 
before their first visit. This is where the Steinbeis consultant starts off, 
slowly working toward a more tailored discussion about founding a 
business. Due to the collaboration with the Steinbeis Consulting Center, 
Scherzinger’s initial consultation started off free of charge and then 
graduated to a point where 80% of the costs were funded – all thanks 
to the Business Startup Certification offered through the ESF funding 
program. During this consultation, Merkel helped Scherzinger develop 
ideas related to marketing, sales and product distribution. Together they 
shaped the business idea by drafting a business plan complete with  
a realistic budget and financing plan. Product and service issues were 
relatively clear – Scherzinger had two innovative product concepts on 
the backburner since his college days. And the highly motivated carpenter 
had already taken care of the necessary workshop space all on his own. 
He would set up his office at his parent’s house and rent the workshop 
from friends of the family at a very reasonable price.

After his formal training, Scherzinger acquired a lot of work experience 
in Germany and abroad. After studying interior design with a concent-
ration on industrial design, he worked in Ireland as a highly paid product 
designer. Starting out under such favorable conditions makes the  
startup consultation a breeze and the first tastes of success were soon 
to follow: In the meantime, Scherzinger’s best products – the “tocker” 

(merged German words for “table” and “stool”) and the “stocker”  
(merged German words “chair” and “stool”) – have already been presented 
at several design shows and they have been entered in internationally 
recognized competitions where they also received awards.

The Steinbeis Consulting Center run by Johannes Merkel sees itself as  
a guide and source of support in the early stages of a company’s founding. 
The startup consultants’ expertise proves particularly beneficial with 
first steps – on the market and in production. It is essential for every 
founder to find a way to structure and plan the many tasks involved  
in getting set up. Merkel has plenty of experience in helping young  
entrepreneurs discover ways to tackle these issues. Following the advice 
of his Steinbeis consultant, Scherzinger also applied for “innovation 
vouchers” (B and C) for several of his products. He was awarded both 
and is thus being sponsored in his work.

And Scherzinger’s plans just keep growing. To ensure he has the finan-
cial liberty to turn his ideas into reality, the young founder turned to the 
Steinbeis advisor Ralf Stolarski. As a financing expert, he helped with  
all related processes including a credit application at the Volksbank  
co-operative bank. The credit is now being run through the L-Bank and 
a guarantor. This opens all kinds of new financing options for Scherzinger 
and he says one thing is certain: Coming home has really paid off!
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Feature topic: Life sciences
Insights from Steinbeis experts

When it comes to future fields of technology, the life sciences top the list. But at the same time, few technologies are subject to so  
much criticism in general discussion as genetic engineering and pharmaceutical technology. TRANSFER takes a look behind the scenes of 
a variety of areas of research in this specialist field. Prof. Dr. Hans-Heino Ehricke, director of the Steinbeis Transfer Center for Image  
Processing and Information Technology in Medicine, shows how telemedicine is paving the way forward. In an interview, Dr. Martin Vogel, 
director of the Steinbeis Research Center for Medical Technology and Biotechnology, takes a stance on the challenges to be faced in  
medical technology in the decades to come. In the article featuring Prof. Dr. med. Daniel König (Steinbeis Transfer Center for Health  
Promotion and Metabolism Research), the broad field of healthy nutrition is examined, as well as the implication for the food and drink 
industry. Prof. Dr. Reinhard Kimmich, director of the Steinbeis Transfer Center for Quality Management in the Food Industry, discusses the 
role played by quality management systems in the industry. In the article featuring Prof. Dr. med. Gerd Auffarth, we are almost literally 
allowed to look into the discipline of ophthalmology. Dr.-Ing. Niels Grabe, director of the Steinbeis Transfer Center for Medical Systems 
Biology (MSB), gives us an introduction to the emerging discipline of systems biology. The feature on Prof. Dr. Thomas F. Meyer highlights 
the challenges posed by high-throughput projects in the fields of biomedicine, pharmacology and infection research at the Steinbeis  
Innovation Center for Systems Biomedicine. Finally, Prof. Dr. Marcus Groettrup introduces the current status of his research into the 
treatment of autoimmune disease at the Steinbeis Transfer Center for Immunoproteasome Drug Targeting. 

Image: ©istockphoto.com/ luchschen, JanPietruszka, AlexRaths, Jevtic
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Enter health telematics
The advent of health telematics is triggering new treatment models in the health care industry

The newly coined term “telemedicine” describes the provision of clinical health care at a distance, using modern information and  
communication technology. In other words, it addresses the application of telematics in the health care industry, or “health telematics.” 
Although overlaps between the two terms are highly debated, they are closely related to “e-health,” which refers to the use of  
electronic media in the field of clinical healthcare.

Health telematics have developed into an important catalyst for the 
European clinical health care industry – though telemedicine is actually 
not a new concept for treating patients. As early as 1905, the father of 
the modern ECG, Willem Einthoven, transmitted heartbeats by telephone. 
And since 1931, doctors in the municipal hospital of Cuxhaven have 
been providing medical advice services to patients at sea as part of a 
program called Telemedical Marine Assistance Service (TMAS). Domestic 
medical distress systems have been in use in Germany since the early 
1970s, and the list of historical applications could be lengthened at will. 
So why has telemedicine been so slow to have the anticipated impact on 
the clinical health care system in Germany?

Most health experts agree on one thing: More widespread use of  
telemedicine would produce substantial social and economic benefits. 
Despite this, many telemedicine services and projects are still not  

a standard feature of modern medicine. Frequently, they are just pilot 
projects that are discontinued once the funding dries up. Germany has 
spent many years trying to come to terms with self-administering doctors, 
insurance companies and other key players with respect to the telematics 
infrastructure. The introduction of electronic patient cards has been 
postponed several times now and the arguments about costs have, until 
now, stalled all hope of a general introduction of telemedicine services. 
In other countries they have already made more progress. For example, 
in Denmark, there is a central health portal which can be used to record 
or call up medical information on every individual patient. This has  
already made centralized electronic patient records – and thus the basis 
for other telemedicine services – a reality for the Danish. And in Germany? 
There are still not even any billing codes for outpatients receiving  
telemedicine services and there are an unfathomable number of  
projects and initiatives underway. 

Technologie.Transfer.Application. TRANSFER 03|2014
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Professor Dr. Hans-Heino Ehricke
Steinbeis Transfer Center Image Processing and Information Technology in 
Medicine (Stralsund)
su0384@stw.de | www.steinbeis.de/su/384 

provide everyday help to the elderly or sick patients, and thus allow 
them to remain integrated in the home environment. This includes solutions 
like telemedicine supervision systems, which monitor health by regularly 
measuring vital signs such as heart rate, blood pressure and hydration 
levels. Values are then analyzed centrally. In combination with the right 
treatment management systems, this telemonitoring of vital signs can be 
supplemented with dialog systems to capture further health parameters 
by conversing with the patients and issuing new instructions. 

The market for such applications is clearly so promising that companies 
from outside the industry are prepared to invest major sums of money 
in research and development just to gain a foothold. It is not exactly a 
secret that Apple would like its HealthKit app to lay the standards for 
the integration of a variety of different sensors, as is already the case 
with the measurement of parameters in the fitness and health market. 
The aim is for Apple’s cloud technology to make it possible to store and 
manage health parameters centrally. 

We can still hope that this will not all result in a multitude of incompatible 
standalone solutions. Fortunately, genuine attempts are being made to 
establish standards. But for systems to be integrated properly, and for 
health data to be used on a continual basis, it will be even more important 
to set up a central electronic patient record system – a kind of electronic 
health database, with similar access for doctors and patients. Until now, 
attempts to set up some sort of central system have been unsuccessful 
in Germany. Apparently, the main stumbling block has been problems 
with data protection. Given the fact that we now carry out the majority 
of our banking transactions online and it has evidently been possible to 
solve data protection issues in that area, it is difficult to understand why 
this should be the case. The urgently needed new patient care methods, 
made possible by rapid developments in telemedicine technology, are 
already established in other European countries, so it is only a matter of 
time until this happens in Germany.

Despite adversity, fortunately some projects have now made the leap 
from the pilot stage to routine operation. For example, there are a number 
of regional teleradiology alliances, making it possible to transfer image 
data between hospitals and local radiologists. This is also safeguarding 
the role of smaller medical units in the long term. Another example is 
the practice of neurological teleconsultation – already established in 
many areas. This allows stroke units to deliver expertise through video-
conference-based diagnostics for the regional care of stroke patients. 

Everyone involved in the health care industry is totally aware of the fact 
that in an aging society, telemedicine holds huge economic potential. 
Caring for the growing number of chronic patients and housebound  
patients with multimorbid conditions is a challenge that cannot be solved 
adequately without using health telematics. Given the predicted dearth 
of rural doctors’ practices, it will also be impossible to provide sufficient 
care to patients in rural areas without telemedicine. 

Medical technology companies have already started rising to the challenge 
and offering a number of solutions. Their focus lies in ambient assisted 
living (AAL). AAL refers to the use of technologies and applications to 

Prof. Dr. Hans-Heino Ehricke is 
director of the Steinbeis Transfer 
Center for Image Processing  
and Information Technology in 
Medicine at the Stralsund Uni-
versity of Applied Sciences.  
Aside from the development of 
image processing applications, 
the center plans and operates  
telemedicine networks, such as  
a teleradiology network in the  
state of Mecklenburg-Western 
Pomerania.

Image: © fotolia.com/johannesspreter
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“We need more of these kinds of ‘simple’ solutions!”
An interview with Dr. Martin Vogel

Hello Dr. Vogel, just looking at your resume to date, it’s immediately 
striking that you’ve wholeheartedly committed yourself to physics. 
You studied physics, you have a doctorate in physics, you now work 
in that area. Yet a key emphasis of your work at your Steinbeis 
enterprise is health economics. How did that link develop?

As much as I love physics, I’ve always had – and still do have – a soft 
spot for the application of acquired knowledge. One emphasis during my 
training and education was biophysics, i.e., the subcategory of physics 
that investigates and works out biological structures and processes. It’s 
not a huge leap from there to medical technology. It was in this work 
that I bumped into the health economist Jürgen Blume, who is now  
a co-director of our Steinbeis enterprise. We not only share an interest 
in new technology, but also the belief that, in order to succeed, new 
technology ultimately has to be financially viable. These days, viability 
also means checking the potential for German and EU approval or  
reimbursement to ensure that your efforts pay off. As of October 2013, 
we’ll be offering a new service: advice on and support with issues relating 

to medical products and drugs, such as certification, formal approvals, 
health economics evaluations and reimbursements (HTA compatibility).

My business partner, Jürgen Blume, also headed up a notified body, and, 
for over a decade, he helped startups get off the ground. At the moment, 
he’s working on furthering the development of a revised (old) medicine 
and the companion diagnostics for neurodegenerative diseases. He’s also 
involved in the training of CRAs, data managers and project managers.

We offer a blend of different experience, which is quite rare, so it’s  
extremely helpful for young companies.

Medical and technical progress, growing public awareness of 
health issues and the influence of demographic change all have a 
significant impact on the increasingly important role of the health 
industry. Where do you see problems at the moment in the health 
care industry in Germany and how can they be solved?

Technologie.Transfer.Application. TRANSFER 03|2014
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Dr. Martin Vogel
Steinbeis Research Center Medical Technology and Biotechnology (Weinheim)
su0895@stw.de | www.steinbeis.de/su/895 

data, so it needs particular protection. But on the other hand, the  
IT tools we have today such as clouds and networks are designed to be 
highly open and allow for data exchange. Even if there are already  
security mechanisms in place, few patients are likely to want their  
patient records to be stored somewhere out there in a data cloud.

This is a challenge for everyone involved in this field – to set up data 
structures using existing IT systems such that people can be sure that 
their data can only be viewed by those who should see it, and that it 
can’t be manipulated, to their detriment, let alone made public. But at the 
same time, there has to be a guarantee that the measures introduced to 
keep data safe can be implemented as simply as possible, otherwise they’ll 
be sidestepped in everyday use and it will become a nonsense. 

But even then, this is only achievable if we and other young companies 
keep an eye on the overall situation. Otherwise projects that are actually 
quite promising won’t work and lots of money and energy will be unne-
cessarily squandered.

There’s already a drive to work cost-effectively and to exploit every  
potential to save money, and I believe this will intensify, especially given 
demographic changes. Medical feasibility and the profitability of what 
is feasible will continue to gain in significance, not only when it comes 
to technical developments but also in actual medical applications.

On top of that, there’s a problem more related to the economy: how  
to keep clinical health provision going across the board, despite the 
exodus from rural areas – which is happening in many regions of our 
country. Of course I have no catchall solution to this, but I don’t find  
it difficult to imagine more use of telemedicine in the future, in combi-
nation with intelligent devices – equipment that’s easy to operate and 
transport so that, for example, the most common maladies could be 
treated at a local level, like in “touring ambulances.” 

One example is a product that’s being developed as part of a medical 
technology startup project we’re supervising. The startup team is deve-
loping a device that’s about the size of a small cordless screwdriver that 
can be used to treat inner ear inflammations in children, purely through 
physical means – in other words without administering the usual sorts 
of antibiotics that ultimately have no effect anyway. After half an hour, 
the child experiences no more pain and doesn’t need treatment with 
medicines. The device makes it possible to accurately diagnose inflam-
mation in the middle ear, records diagnostic parameters and the actual 
intervention, and the data can be saved directly in the patient records. 
We need more of these kinds of “simple” solutions!

That said, and at this point I go back to what was mentioned at the beginn- 
ing, it’s during this phase of development that lots of young companies 
fail – not because the idea’s not right, but because they’re not aware  
of the huge expense of regulatory requirements and the prerequisites 
that have to be fulfilled to be eligible for reimbursements and are too 
late to include this in their business planning. 

Your Steinbeis Research Center focuses on Medical Technology 
and Biotechnology. You set it up almost ten years ago with  
Prof. Dr. Rainer Fink and you also look at IT systems used in medicine, 
medical technology and biotechnology. What sorts of requirements 
do you and your colleagues have to consider when developing these 
systems? And how do you expect these to change in the future?

That’s the big question – and not just for us! What’s more, it isn’t the 
sort of question you can answer by just focusing on IT systems. In the 
areas we’re working in, we can’t “simply” be up to date, we have to invest 
a lot of time and energy researching planned regulatory developments, 
and, perhaps more importantly, planned changes in the health care system. 
I’m thinking about things like reimbursement and EUnetHTA. Only then 
will it be possible to offer products and services that are compatible 
with the market so that they’re available to the majority of the population 
through social insurance schemes.

Recently, there’s been more and more talk about eHealth. What 
challenges will this pose for your Steinbeis company?

I just mentioned data uploads to electronic patient records. I see this 
data on diagnoses and treatments as the most sensitive kind of personal 

Figure:  The Magic Matrix of Health Economics  
© wikipedia.de/Breinig

Dr. Martin Vogel is director of  
the Steinbeis Research Center  
for Medical Technology and Bio-
technology. The center is involved 
in the development of modules 
and equipment, scientific and 
technical research, data evalua-
tion, health economic assessment 
and market analysis, but also  
IT systems used in medicine,  
medical engineering and biotech-
nology. In 2006 the center was 
awarded the Löhn Award for  
outstanding transfer by the 
Steinbeis Foundation. 
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Healthy eating, the food and drink industry, public health – 
areas fraught with difficulty or an opportunity? 
What do we need to enjoy a long and healthy life?

There is plenty of scientific evidence to show that a healthy, balanced diet in combination with regular exercise lays a good foundation 
for a long and healthy life. If people adhere to the recommendations regarding calorie intake and nutritional guidelines, there should  
actually be fewer weight problems in the industrialized nations as well as less chronic disease caused by the wrong nutrition. But in reality, 
the picture is very different: Currently, over 50% of adults in Germany are overweight, 20% are obese, and 7% suffer from diabetes 

Cardiovascular disease is now the most frequent cause of death in  
Germany and the length of time that the increasingly old population 
remains chronically ill – or in need of care – is also extending. An  
examination of the causes shows that although people often know better, 

their eating habits are not in keeping with recommendations made by 
nutrition experts. The main problem with our diet is that it contains too 
many calories, too much fat, and too many simple carbohydrates. 
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Research currently focuses on:

  An evaluation of the impact of different types of nutrition (e.g., car-
bohydrates vs. protein/influence of the glycemic index) on body 
weight over time, body composition and metabolic risk factors.

  The planning and practical implementation of occupational health 
care with respect to diet and more exercise

  The impact of certain dietary products on the prevention and treat-
ment of excess weight and related diseases

  The influence of nutrition and certain nutritional supplements/ 
supplementary balanced diets on acute and chronic disease such as 
osteoporosis, arthritis and gastrointestinal conditions.

In the so-called developed industrial nations, people are increasingly 
spending less time cooking for themselves – meals in restaurants, especially 
fast-food restaurants, are replacing more and more meals at home. As 
we keep shifting toward fast food and ready-made meals, we have less 
control over the quality and quantity of ingredients. Food and meals  
are losing the allotted space in daily routines. People eat if they see 
something tasty which they think will make them full. It’s not  
uncommon for people to lose track of what they have eaten over the 
course of a day and how much extra snacking they did. 

Another cause for the rise in overweight people and chronic disease  
lies in the fact that the role of sport and exercise in improving health  
is waning in significance. The statistics on the amount of exercise  
recommended to prevent chronic, degenerative disease show that only 
46 % of men between 18 and 29 in what is now former West Germany 
and as little as 30 % of the same aged men in former East Germany get 
the recommended exercise. Once they hit 30, the proportion falls to  
15-20 % in both east and west. These figures are extremely disappointing, 
not just by themselves but also from a salutogenetic perspective: There 
have been a number of wide-scale empirical studies in recent years, 
clearly pointing to the positive impact of “lifestyle intervention” (in the 
form of exercise and diet) on staying healthy and preventing chronic 
disease. 

So the goal has to be to change the eating and exercise habits of the 
Germans on a broad scale. Sustainable, validated concepts are needed 
to optimize healthy lifestyle strategies to steer the population back on 
track, following the example of the M.O.B.I.L.I.S. program from Freiburg. 
But this would also need support from business, which needs to set  
an example and offer and promote healthy eating options and more 
exercise, even at work. There is already plenty of reliable data confir-
ming that occupational health care schemes bring positive benefits  
to companies in the mid to long term.

Many Germans are quite aware that their diet could be better. This  
is reinforced by advertising attempting to tell consumers that deficits  
in their diet can be compensated for with dietary supplements, added 
minerals and vitamins, and trace elements. There is no doubt that it 
makes sense and is necessary from a medical point of view to treat 
proven dietary deficiencies (e.g., iron or vitamin D) with supplements, 
but sometimes the health claims that are made would not stand up to 
scientific scrutiny. What science can do, however, is use its medical and 
nutritional know-how, carry out reliable, controlled and randomized 
studies, and help sort the wheat from the chaff by expanding and aligning 
the range of useful and effective substances on offer. 

The Steinbeis Transfer Center for Health Promotion and Metabolism  
Research has been looking at ways to optimize the actions taken to 
change lifestyles for health reasons through nutritional measures and 
exercise. Clinical, randomized studies are also being carried out on the 
effectiveness – or lack of effectiveness – of nutritional supplements and 
supplementary balanced diets. Prof. Dr. med. Daniel König 

Steinbeis Transfer Center Health Promotion and Metabolism Research 
 (Freiburg) 
su1172@stw.de | www.steinbeis.de/su/1172

 

Prof. Dr. med. Daniel König is di-
rector of the Steinbeis Transfer 
Center for Health Promotion and 
Metabolism Research at The Me-
dical Center – University of Frei-
burg. One of the main functions 
of the center is to design and 
carry out randomized, controlled 
studies, investigating the associ-
ation between foodstuff or speci-
fic nutrients and health related 
issues or the metabolic response 
of the human organism.
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“The main priority is that food is safe”
TRANSFER magazine talks to Professor Dr. Reinhard Kimmich

Hello, Professor Kimmich. Modern food production would be  
unthinkable without quality management systems, or “QM systems.” 
The number of new QM systems introduced since the early 1990s 
has shot up. What has led to this development?

The trends toward QM systems actually missed the food and beverage 
industry the first time around. It wasn’t until practically 100% of the big 
industry sectors like automobiles and electronics had gained ISO 9000 
certification (and the ISO 9000 standard was no longer just a marketing 
instrument, but a given) that the standard started impacting business in 
the food industry as well. As a “lead auditor” for ISO 9000, I was in a 
position to witness the positive impact an effective QM system had on 
many clients – in terms of process management, continuous improve-
ment processes, etc. Before everything trickled down properly to food 
and drinks, the trade set its own priorities with the International Food 
Standard, or IFS. Version 6 is now in place. It’s a standard for evaluating 
the quality and safety of food and drinks. Since IFS certification is a 
prerequisite for the trade, hardly any food and beverage companies can 
wriggle out of it. Initially, the IFS was purely a risk management system. 
Until Version 4 the focus was on hygiene. The IFS was designed to shield 
the trade from recalls, scandals and negative headlines. When Versions 
5 and 6 came along, more elements from ISO standard 9000 were incor-
porated. This resulted in lots of food and beverage companies pulling 
out of ISO 9000 certification. As a result, ISO standard 22000 (a food 

safety management system) has also not become established in Europe.

At your Steinbeis Transfer Center – Quality Management in the 
Food Industry – which you’ve headed up for 15 years now, you work 
on holistic quality management concepts. Why did you decide to take 
a holistic approach and how is this applied to business practice? 

The aim of a holistic or integrated management system is to allow the 
company to put a lean, pragmatic documentation system in place. This 
is not only to meet trade requirements (IFS 6) and requirements laid 
down by lawmakers (food safety, occupational health and safety, environ- 
mental protection), but also the goals of the company, especially continuous 
improvement processes. A good starting point is the process-based 
standard ISO 9001. Whether the QM system is certified under ISO 9001 
is of secondary importance. The process description can be used as a 
basis for setting up a variety of transparent certification systems. 

There’s been a sharp rise in customer expectations regarding food 
and drinks in recent years. What impact has this change had on 
QM systems? And what challenges do you think there will be for 
your future projects?

You have to make a distinction between the quality expectations of  
different target groups. In Germany, people are still less prepared to pay 
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Professor Dr. Reinhard Kimmich
Steinbeis Transfer Center Quality Management in the Food Industry 
 (Allensbach) 
su0487@stw.de | www.steinbeis.de/su/487
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Prof. Dr. Reinhard Kimmich runs 
the Steinbeis Transfer Center  
for Quality Management in the 
Food Industry at the University  
of Albstadt-Sigmaringen. As well 
as developing holistic quality 
management concepts and ad-
vising clients on the introduction 
of QM systems, his center also 
provides training to people working 
with food and drinks, including 
courses and training on quality 
management fundamentals.

an appropriate price for premium quality food. Following all the recent 
food scandals, the main priority is that food is safe. The technology used 
is the most important factor. The number of people looking for organic 
produce is growing, however. So as a result, managing the supply chain 
is becoming more important. Close long-term collaboration between 
the growers and food companies will also gain in importance, as will 
traceability of foodstuffs back to the originator and how this is checked, 
typically using modern analytical methods.

One particular challenge for food and beverage companies is posed by 
allergens in food. Allergy sufferers react and have health problems even 
after contact with the tiniest trace of allergens. So producers of ready-
made meals have to show all ingredients on the packaging. There are 
special declaration requirements for the main allergens like peanuts, 
celery and egg, even if only small amounts are needed in a recipe. If 
producers have to process foods with a high potential to cause allergies, 
they’ll face completely new analytical requirements. Production processes 
have to be validated to eliminate the risk of contamination from allergens. 
So process validation, which until now was only known in medicine  
production, is also becoming more important for the food and beverage 
industry.

Your Steinbeis enterprise also provides customers with training on 
QM in the food and beverage industry. What does this focus on?

The focus lies in process management (ISO 9001) and risk management 
(HACCP). A burning issue at the moment, which lots of mid-sized companies 
still don’t know much about, is sensory techniques. My background is in 
instrumental analysis and I never cease to be amazed at the information 
and detail a trained sensory panel can provide during an assessment. At 
big food companies, the sensory function is the hub other departments 
revolve around. At this point it’s worth mentioning our sensory labs at 
Albstadt-Sigmaringen University. As part of our degree in foods, nutrition 
and hygiene, we train students in sensory techniques, and we also offer 
courses to people from outside the university. 

Hygiene plays an important role in the food and beverage industry. 
What sort of things are your customers asking about at the  
moment, what kinds of projects and services are in demand?

We looked at the distribution of topics covered in the theses produced 
in our bachelor’s program over the last three years (210 theses), and  
it clearly showed what issues are the priority for food companies at  
the moment. 20 % of the theses were about quality management,  
14 % looked at nutritional issues, 13 % were about hygiene topics and 
10 % had something to do with product development. 
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“Developments in ophthalmology are nothing  
short of breathtaking” 
An interview for TRANSFER magazine with Professor Dr. med. Gerd Auffarth

Goethe once wrote: “The eye was the organ, par excellence, 
through which I apprehended the world.” Professor Auffarth, you 
know all too well how important eyes are to the way we perceive 
the world – you’ve been involved in the field of ophthalmology for 
30 years. What do you consider the most important milestones in 
this field during this time?

There’s no other way to describe the developments in ophthalmology 
over the last 30 years than dynamic. It’s nothing short of breathtaking. 
In the 1980s, there were around 200,000 cataract operations in
Germany. This number has now quadrupled. Also, lots of the manual 
techniques that were used in those days are now completely different, 
sometimes controlled by imaging. Ultrasound is used now, or so-called 
femto-second lasers. There have also been dramatic changes in the type 
of implants and biomaterials used. Until 10 or 15 years ago, it was quite 
normal to use single-vision artificial lenses, but now a whole gamut of 
artificial lenses have been developed, making it possible to make all 
sorts of corrections. Laser technology has expanded rapidly in  
ophthalmology in recent years.

Other milestones would include the significant changes made in  
transplantation surgery involving the cornea. Until ten years ago, it was 
only possible to transplant the entire cornea. Now individual layers in 
the eye can be operated on, right down to layers of individual cells  
(endothelial cell transplantation). The first attempts at making artificial 
corneas are underway in the lab and some have already made it into 
clinical studies. In the field of glaucoma surgery, which for a long time 
had reached an impasse, more than 15 new surgical procedures and 
implants have been developed in the last five years alone. This is referred 
to as micro-invasive glaucoma surgery (MIGS) and it significantly  
expands the options for treating the condition.

Important progress has also been made with the treatment of so-called 
age-related macular degeneration by administering special medicines in 
the vitreous body. Of course it should be pointed out that this will have 
a significant impact on the health system due to the high cost of such 
medicines

At your Steinbeis Research Center, the International Vision  
Correction Research Centre (IVCRC), which you set up seven years 
ago, one of the areas you look at is special lenses. There’s been 
tremendous progress in this field in recent years, such that  
artificial lens implants are now a routine intervention. Despite 
this, you’re still conducting research in this area. What develop-
ments do you expect in the future?

It’s certainly true to say that cataract operations are now highly standar-
dized and the most common operation carried out in medicine. Around 
800,000 operations are carried out in Germany. The practice of implanting 
artificial lenses has practically been routine for around 20 years. The most 
commonly used lens for most cataract patients is the standard monofocal 
lens. Following the introduction of aspheric lenses, the quality of the image 
provided by this lens has now improved significantly. But it’s worth  
mentioning that these aspheric lenses are constantly becoming “smarter.” 
There have also been some major improvements in multifocal lenses in 
recent years: trifocal lenses can provide clear vision in different areas.

It’s also important that the complications that were associated with the 
early models, such as poor contrast or a strong sensitivity to glare, have 
mainly been alleviated or even prevented. The last hurdle to overcome  
is the development of accommodative lenses. These are lenses that can be 
set to adjust to different distances in the way the human lens can in 
younger years. There are a variety of concepts in this area and clinical 
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Professor Dr. med. Gerd Auffarth
Steinbeis Research Center International Vision Correction Research Centre  
(IVCRC) (Heidelberg) 
su1106@stw.de | www.steinbeis.de/su/1106 

Prof. Dr. med. Gerd Auffarth is  
director of the Steinbeis  
Research Center of International 
Vision Correction Research, 
which is based at the University 
of Heidelberg. Research at the 
center focuses on the front part 
of the eye. The Steinbeis experts 
investigate new and established 
technologies, as well as the 
treatment of methods cataracts, 
refractive surgery, cornea surgery, 
pharmacology and diagnostic  
options. In 2009, the center was 
honored with the Transfer Award 
of the Steinbeis Foundation  
(the Löhn Award).

studies are also already underway, which our research center is also  
involved in – we’re seeing some promising new developments in this area. 

Some of the new developments our Steinbeis Center is involved in include 
projects with patients with age-related macular degeneration – special 
lenses are being used with the corresponding magnification so that,  
despite their poor eyesight, they can play an active role in society again 
and enjoy activities such as reading again. 

A lot has also been happening in medical technology recently. For 
example, the development of femto-second lasers. What can be 
achieved with these new techniques? What are the advantages, 
but also the disadvantages?

A femto-second laser can cut tissue at an extremely high velocity with 
equally extreme accuracy. We’ve been working in this area for over 10 
years, including with local firms from Heidelberg who have been doing 
pioneering work in femto-second laser technology. The first work  
with this technology revolved around the cornea in the eye. It became 
possible to carry out refractive procedures (femto LASIK) and no longer 
make incisions with a blade but with a femto-second laser instead, 
creating so-called LASIK flaps. Specialists from Heidelberg were also 
involved in development work and carrying out cornea transplants using 
femto lasers. They’ve also recently started making cataract incisions 
using femto-second lasers. The advantage with these new cataract  
surgery techniques is that there’s significantly more standardization and 
repeatability of the incisions during the operation.

Our society is aging, resulting in more and more people being  
affected by age-related eye disorders. What challenges does this 
pose for technology in the field of medicine?

We’re all aware of the demographic developments in the West,  
especially in Germany. The proportion of patients over the age of 65 will 
rise dramatically in the years and decades to come. One area of medici-
ne particularly closely affected by this is ophthalmology. That’s because, 
in comparison to lots of other fields, it sees a relatively high number of 
age-related conditions. At a certain age, some diseases are no longer 
the exception but the rule. Then there’s the somewhat banal fact that 
each one of us has two eyes, so at one time or another, operations or 
treatment of certain conditions become necessary on both eyes. The big 
problem in terms of health policy will be how to treat age-related ma-
cular degeneration. More and more pharmacological substances  
are being developed providing us with the means to intervene with 
treatment. At the moment it looks like the number of trained eye spe-
cialists will not be able to keep pace with the demographic changes.  
I believe that overall this will be a colossal problem for the health care 
system.

Casting your thoughts to the future for a moment, what will it be 
like for ophthalmologists? What do you believe will be the focus 
of research and medical care?

It’s always difficult to predict the future. There’s always a surprise in 
store - even if you have an intimate knowledge of internal processes. 
The way things seem to be developing right now, there’ll be further 

progress in the field of laser and lens technology. In particular, safety  
is improving continually. There will also be much more momentum with 
diseases related to glaucoma and cornea transplants, and long-term 
studies will show which implants and medicines will move to the fore  
in the long term. 

In terms of fundamental research into age-related macular degeneration 
and related retina disease, new possibilities will emerge, not just  
for imaging but also for treatment. The sheer number of patients will 
increasingly become a real headache when it comes to the funding  
of treatment options.

More and more research is being conducted into stem cells, especially  
at a fundamental level looking into the treatment of eye conditions.  
The genetic treatment of known genetic defects, especially hereditary 
retina conditions, is making tremendous progress and the first clinical 
studies have already taken place in this area.
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“The concept is understood – and certainly,  
further development will be crucial.” 
An interview for TRANSFER magazine with the associate professor Dr.-Ing. Niels Grabe

Dr. Grabe, you work in the field of medical systems biology, or 
MSB, which is still quite a new discipline that aims to understand 
biological organisms in their entirety. How did this field of  
research emerge and what makes it so special?

From a historical point of view, after all the initial enthusiasm about the 
sequencing of the human genome, a sense of disappointment set in 
when it was discovered that individual diseases generally can’t actually 
be linked to individual genes. Instead, it became increasingly apparent 
that the decisive factor was the interplay between genes and their  
products, such as RNA and proteins. For example, gene A and B interact 
with gene C, which also interacts with gene D. To get a grasp of the way 
these structures function, recourse was taken to networks, as a formal 
method – in the same way they’ve been used for a long time to analyze 
complex systems. The idea that an individual gene could correlate with 
a disease stems from a highly simplistic view of the world, driven by the 
reduction of elements to a technical function – which, from today’s 
standpoint of course, has turned out to be wrong. Looking back, the 
pioneers of computing like Turing, McCulloch and Pitts were already 
referring to complex biological systems as networks as early as the 
1940s. So complex biological systems can only be captured by using 
complex theoretical models, and that is what systems biology does. This 
applies in particular to medical systems biology which sees a causal link 
between human conditions and misdirected networks – something 

which can be captured through complex measurement. So systems biology 
is highly complex. It spans a broad spectrum of methods rooted in bio-
informatics, mathematics, high-throughput technology, cell biology,  
but also – if not especially – medical expertise.

At your Steinbeis Transfer Center for Medical Systems Biology 
(MSB), you apply systems biology methods to cancer research and 
look at the quantitative analysis of biomarkers. What are your 
aims with this?

Our aim is to help our partners make better use of the potential offered 
by systems biology in order to conduct research into new diagnostic 
methods and treatments. We also want to transfer our recent results 
from research into practice. Systems biology is closely, although not 
exclusively, based on high-throughput data from sources like sequencing. 
By evaluating this data it becomes possible to pinpoint new areas that 
tumors may attack. This is particularly useful as we can ascertain this 
individually by patient. So it’s possible that there are completely different 
optimum scenarios for different patients with a certain type of tumor. 
These have to be identified and treatments have to be developed for 
each individual patient. 

Another area is the development of computer models for certain types 
of tissues like the skin, for which we’ve already published initial models. 
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Associate professor Dr.-Ing. Niels Grabe 
Steinbeis Transfer Center for Medical Systems Biology (Heidelberg)
su1745@stw.de | www.steinbeis.de/su/1745

technical infrastructures in place to deal systematically with this data  
in the long term – because of the lack of research funding. Industrial 
pharmaceutical research is taking place, but, in essence, this is only on 
paper. So smaller companies will bridge the gap and piece together the  
necessary technology. This will probably happen mainly in the United 
States and it’ll be an exciting development. 

Another area your Steinbeis Enterprise focuses on is digital pathology. 
What does that involve?

Digital pathology is about the transformation of pathology – from what 
it’s been in the 150 years since Rudolf Virchow into a digital discipline. 
The advent of high-throughput scanners has made it possible to fully 
automate the process of examining objects on glass slides. Sectional 
images of patient tissue samples can be used to produce pictures for 
pathological analysis. Digital imaging is already standard clinical practice 
in radiology but that’s not the case in pathology, which is currently 
undergoing a sea change. Unlike radiology, in pathology, computer-aided 
image processing systems are increasingly being used to acquire  
complex morphological attributes from patient samples which can then 
help the diagnostic process. In some areas, these will increasingly replace 
the manual analysis carried out by pathologists. For example, in my  
research team, we’ve developed the first system for recognizing cervical 
cancer fully automatically. This is done by using smears, p16 markers 
and digital pathology. But this isn’t just important for diagnostic  
reasons. It is also very valuable for research and clinical trials of new 
substances. Digital pathology is also particularly useful in the field of 
systems biology research to systematically obtain quantitative tissue 
data. Confirming the impact of substances – effectively, objectively  
and quantitatively – is not just about the costs incurred by the  
pharmaceutical company, it’s more crucial in terms of the time it takes 
to make new treatments quickly available to patients, especially  
with potentially deadly conditions like cancer.One highly interesting issue is the connection between vitro models 

from the lab and the quantitative high-throughput analysis of biomarkers. 
There are now some pretty good tissue models on the market, for things 
like the skin. These can be used as research tools, which can be put to 
excellent use to test substances systematically and with high throughputs. 
The changes these substances bring about can then be ascertained  
indirectly by observing changes in morphological appearance, for example 
using histological sections. Working syste-matically, high-throughput 
evaluations of histological sections and the subsequent processing of 
images provide us with detailed insights. 

What do you think will happen in the future in the field of systems 
biology? What challenges will this pose for researchers in the years 
to come?

After the initial phase of mild euphoria, systems biology is going through 
a period of consolidation in which it has to demonstrate its practical 
potential. The concept is understood – and certainly, further development 
will be crucial. From where we stand at the moment, “humongous”  
volumes of data are being generated and these are sure to grow in the 
future. So we’re currently only considering this as an initial step in the 
direction we’ll actually be going eventually. My prediction is that the 
universities will not be in a position to put the organizational and  

Associate professor Dr.-Ing.  
Niels Grabe, based at the Stein-
beis Transfer Center for Medical  
Systems Biology (MSB) at  
the University of Heidelberg, 
conducts quantitative assessment 
of biomarkers in the field of  
cancer research, carries out  
systems biology modeling of  
pathological processes in tissues, 
and is involved in digital pathology.

Image: Examination of the healing process of skin after an injury by analyzing biomarkers
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“Using bioinformatics to travel new roads in  
counteracting infections and cancer”
TRANSFER magazine talks to Professor Dr. Thomas Meyer

Professor Meyer, at your Steinbeis Innovation Center for Systems 
Biomedicine, you work with clients on the planning and initiation 
of high-throughput projects in the field of biomedicine, pharma-
cology and infection research. What are the specific demands you 
face when working on projects in this area?

We focus our efforts in biomedicine on the analysis of large volumes of 
data that depict the state and properties of human cells in in-vitro  
cultures. The aim of this work is to gain a better understanding of the 
function of individual human genes. We’ve done this in past experi-
ments with partners by using special robots to raise or lower the expres-
sion of individual genes in human cells. The effects of such genetic 
changes can then be gauged by using automatic microscopes and this 
can be used to evaluate resulting phenotypic changes. This method  
makes it possible to ascribe specific functions to individual human  
genes, for example genes that play a role in an infection with a pathogen. 

In the past, we developed a unique range of bioinformatics evaluation 
instruments for use in high-throughput analysis. The emphasis shifted 
from solely carrying out high-throughput analysis to the in-depth analysis 
of data – so-called high-content analysis. As a result, we can now derive 
much more information from complex data than was previously possible 
and use this to evaluate the results of experiments.

Our portfolio of services is useful for a wide range of biomedical issues. 
That said, our bioinformatics analysis is just part of a complex overall 
experimental scenario, in which raw experimental data must first be 
generated.

The volumes of data encountered in medical research have kept 
expanding and becoming more complex in recent years. Naturally, 
this makes it more difficult to manage and analyze data. What  
do you feel can be done about this challenge?
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Steinbeis Innovation Center Center for Systems Biomedicine (Falkensee)
su1370@stw.de | www.steinbeis.de/su/1370

Another area of focus at your Steinbeis innovation center is  
biomedical consulting, especially on the development of vaccines 
and medicines. What do you think will change in the future  
regarding our requirements for new medicines and vaccines?

An important emphasis in our work is, indeed, infection research. The 
gene function analysis we carry out has immediate implications for the 
development of medicines (anti-infectives) and vaccines. But we also 
identify important connections to cancer research and to issues relating 
to the role played by tumor stem cells. These new aspects regarding the 
connections between chronic infections and the development of cancer 
in humans have a particularly high priority in our research. This is also an 
area in which bioinformatics are an important instrument for developing 
hypotheses, based on genomic sequencing data, and there’s a possibility 
that by identifying certain genomic signatures this could play a decisive 
role in working out the causal relationship between infections and cancer. 

What’s more, we consider the biomedical work we’re currently carrying 
out to be a contribution to extremely important developments that  
still lie ahead, right up to medicines with specific effects – these could 
work effectively within the scope of personalized medicine, as part of 
individual treatment. 

The data we process is indeed extremely voluminous and gets into the 
terabyte range. Not only does this require the right computational power, 
it’s crucial to find an elaborate way to manage the data. As a result, we 
make more and more use of external data administration systems, keeping 
a careful eye on high security standards. 

Given the growing volumes of data, in the future data mining, 
intelligent data storage and documentation will become more  
and more essential. You offer these services to your customers, but 
can you also give any important tips to small and medium-sized 
enterprises on how to get to grips with their data volumes?

Our unit is very open to collaboration with competent business partners. 
We’re pleased to give customers help with our know-how if they need it. 
In addition to that, it means a lot to us to work together with other groups 
and networks as part of domestic and international funding programs. 

Prof. Dr. Thomas F. Meyer is  
director of the Center for  
Systems Biomedicine, a Steinbeis 
Innovation Center based in the 
Falkensee area of Berlin. Working 
in collaboration with the  
Max Planck Institute for Infection 
Biology (see photo), the center 
conducts high-throughput analysis 
in the fields of infections and 
cancer research. It also offers  
clients support with the manage-
ment of biomedical data, the 
multifactorial analysis of high-
throughput data, and consulting 
services in the field of biomedicine.
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New treatment method for autoimmune diseases 
An unexpected discovery results in a new Steinbeis Enterprise

Autoimmune diseases are caused by our immune system attacking on cells or tissues of our own body. This happens when  
antibodies or T lymphocytes recognize proteins in our organs and disrupt their function. The result can be one of many common  
ailments such as rheumatism, multiple sclerosis, Crohn’s disease and diabetes. It was recently discovered that a large protein  
complex – the immunoproteasome – plays a role in the development of these diseases. Inhibitors are now being developed by the 
pharmaceutical industry to fight immunoproteasomes as a new way of treating autoimmune disease.  
The Steinbeis Transfer Center for Immunoproteasome Drug Targeting, which was founded at the University of Konstanz in 2011,  
is providing important support in this area.

The most exciting and often the most rewarding experiments are the 
ones where something completely unexpected is discovered. Research 
has already been underway for 20 years into immunoproteasomes –  
a large, cylindrical protein complex which breaks down proteins in cells. 
Immunoproteasomes can be found in our white blood cells but they  
are also significantly up-regulated in other tissues when they become 
inflamed. The only previously understood function of immunoproteasomes 
was that they fragmented proteins from viruses and bacteria. These 
fragments are needed to stimulate killer T cells which kill off infected 
cells and thus prevent the spreading of viruses or bacteria. A bit of a 
damper was put on immunologists’ initial enthusiasm, however, when 

the gene for the immunoproteasomes was switched off in genetically 
modified mice: The so-called immunoproteasome knock-out mice still 
had no difficulty fighting infections caused by viruses or bacteria. 

As people ran around flapping, Jacqueline Möbius and Dr. Michael  
Basler at the Chair of Immunology at the University of Konstanz were 
working on a key experiment with an eye-opening outcome. They  
removed T lymphocytes from an immunoproteasome knock-out mouse 
and a control mouse and transferred them to a virus-infected mouse. 
Whereas the T cells from the control mouse multiplied in the infected 
recipient mouse, the T cells from the immunoproteasome-deficient 

Image 1
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mouse could no longer be found in the infected recipient mouse. 

At first the researchers thought they had made a mistake, but they kept 
repeating the result: T cells that are lacking immunoproteasomes cannot 
survive in a virus-infected mouse, but they can in a recipient mouse that 
was not infected. Out of this chance discovery, an idea was born: if  
T cells need immunoproteasomes to survive infections, inhibiting immuno- 
proteasomes could check T cells in an undesired inflammation – such as 
autoimmune diseases. As they were mulling over the results, a call came 
in from Dr. Chris Kirk at a small startup company from San Francisco 
called Proteolix. He had developed the world’s first specific immunopro-
teasome inhibitor, although his goal had been to use it to treat a type of 
leukemia (multiple myeloma). He did not achieve what he had set out to 
do, but his immunoproteasome inhibitor, PR-957, allowed the scientists 
from Konstanz to test their hypothesis.

Working in collaboration with Proteolix, the research colleagues of  
Prof. Dr. Marcus Groettrup – all part of the Chair of Immunology at  
the University of Konstanz – were successful in showing that PR-957 
(now known as ONX 0914) prevents the formation or progression of a 
number of autoimmune diseases in preclinical mouse models, such as 
diabetes, rheumatism, and multiple sclerosis. The scientists proved that 
inhibiting immunoproteasomes suppresses the production of inflammatory 
transmitters through the white blood cells which sustain these diseases. 

Shortly after the results were published in Nature Medicine in 2009,  
the team received the first collaboration queries from pharmaceutical 
companies and these were too much to manage under the auspices of 
academic research within the department. To do justice to interest  
in the development of testing methods to seek out further and better 
immunoproteasome inhibitors, in 2011 Marcus Groettrup set up the 
Steinbeis Transfer Center for Immunoproteasome Drug Targeting. In  
addition to providing scientific advice, the center helps with the validation 
of new immunoproteasome inhibitors and provides support on the testing 
of substances in cellular test systems in in-vitro and in preclinical  
models. The center also works on consulting projects and collaborative 
scientific research. Exchanging experiences with industry is extremely 
valuable to the university chair. The students come into contact with 
pharmaceutical companies, opening the door to possible internships  
in industry, and there have also been job offers. The Steinbeis transfer 
center also provides ways to generate enthusiasm for the new treatment 
approach and makes it easier to trial new immunoproteasome inhibitors 
by providing technical and scientific support. If the efficacy could be 
proven among patients within the coming years, not only would it be a 
chance for patients and pharmaceutical companies, scientific research 
into the impact of immunoproteasomes on autoimmunity would also 
benefit strongly. 

Prof. Dr. Marcus Groettrup 
Steinbeis Transfer Center Immunoproteasome drug targeting (Konstanz) 
 Marcus.Groettrup@stw.de 
http://cms.uni-konstanz.de/groettrup/steinbeis-transfer-center/

Prof. Dr. Marcus Groettrup is  
director of the Steinbeis Transfer 
Center for Immunoproteasome 
Drug Targeting at the University 
of Konstanz. The transfer  
center provides support with  
the development of tests for 
high-throughput searches  
for immunoproteasomes and  
inhibitor validation. It is also  
involved in scientific consulting 
projects and technical support 
for pharmaceutical companies. 

Figure 1: The 3D structure of mouse immunoproteasomes. The image shows the four rings containing seven 
subunits, pulled together into cylinders. These form two sub-cavities and an inner central cavity where  
proteins are fragmented (Basler et al. (2013) Cur. Opin. Immunol. 25:74).

Figure 2: Binding of the PR-957 (ONX 0914) inhibitor in the binding site of the beta 5i subunit of mouse  
immunoproteasomes (Huber et al. (2012) Cell 148:727). The X-ray structure of the immunoproteasome is  
used to optimize inhibitors of immunoproteasomes.

Image 2
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No connection without this packet 
Steinbeis team tests VoIP terminals

Modern communication is inconceivable without Internet-based networks (IP networks). And although this technology is incredibly well 
developed, unexpectedly long and hugely variable run times and packet losses aren’t uncommon. These problems result from brief network 
overloads. Classic Internet applications use transmission control protocol (TCP) which uses repeated transmissions to compensate for packet 
losses. As a result, users hardly notice anything. In real-time communications such as telephony (voice over IP/VoIP), user datagram  
protocol (UDP) generally comes into play. This doesn’t provide a replication of missing information. Yet even in this application area, 
things can be done to counteract packet losses. Various methods attempt to compensate for such losses in the terminal, either before, during 
or after transferring the user information. Working with the German federal association for telecommunications (VAF Bundesverband  
Telekommunikation e.V.) in Hilden, Germany, the Stuttgart-based Steinbeis Transfer Center for the Technology of Networks investigated 
just how well this approach actually works and how various devices on the market behave under disruptive conditions. 

The various terminals behave quite differently, even when used in the 
same networks under identical conditions. While some of the devices 
still delivered very good speech quality (despite high packet losses), 
others delivered noticeably poorer performance. As a result, two users in 
the same network might rate the connection quality very differently  
if different terminals are used. What one user might experience as an 
excellent connection could be deemed unacceptable by another user on 
account of frequent connection drops and poor audio performance. 
Communication problems are often attributed to the transmission network, 
but according to the study this is not always the case.

In the first stage of testing, the Steinbeis experts worked with the VAF 
to develop a test device they called PacketRaptor. The device was then 
prototyped by the Flensburg-based company Nextragen. It allows  
for targeted simulation of specific network loads: a VoIP terminal is 
connected to an IP telecommunication system through an Ethernet  
interface. Then a generator is switched on to produce a continuous  
sinusoidal tone. IP packets traveling in both directions can be influenced 
with the PacketRaptor. A connected telephone does not necessarily  
receive all of the packets during real-time transmission. Speech samples 

can also be fed into the test system and the output can be recorded for 
acoustic comparisons.

The project team was able to identify two general categories of terminals: 
one group doesn’t react at all, meaning a packet with speech information 
(RTP packet) is simply missing; the other group tries to replace the missing 
packet. If terminals simply fail to react, the gaps caused by the missing 
packets are clearly audible. The signal curve shows the missing packet 
with a clear gap (figure 1). In terminals that try to replicate a missing 
RTP packet, there is no obvious interruption in the signal curve. The 
correction curve closely resembles the original signal. Any deviation 
from the original tone, which is nonetheless visible on the graph, is  
inaudible in the sound sample (figure 2). The third tested signal image 
shows frequency changes as well as additional peaks in the signal. 
Changes in the frequency of the original signal are particularly disruptive 
in communication and significantly impact audibility (figure 3).

The tests carried out by the Steinbeis team and the VAF reveal surprising 
variations in how different VoIP terminals react to packet losses, runtime 
delays and runtime jitters. Some VoIP terminals can’t handle packet losses 

1 2
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Professor Dr.-Ing. Gerd Siegmund 
SteinbeisTransfer Center Technology of Networks (Stuttgart) 
su0745@stw.de | www.steinbeis.de/su/745 

very well, others offer users very high speech quality, despite large  
packet losses in the transmission network. The same network with 
identical network performance and matching packet losses can seem 
completely different to two users depending on their end devices. Even 
poor networks with large data losses and long runtimes can offer good 
transmission quality if the right terminals are used. The researchers con-
cluded that achieving the right quality with a VoIP solution should not 
simply be the design of the transmission network (LAN/WAN).  
The test of various VoIP telephones clearly shows that it should be  
underestimated how important it is to use a high-performance end  
device and that this is a factor that can positively influence the quality 
of the overall VoIP system.

Image 1: The gap in the audio transmission is clearly recognizable and even audible
Image 2: Here a missing RTP packet is inaudibly replaced by a well-replicated signal
Image 3: The frequency of the received signal is affected

Steinbeis Transfer Center for the Technology of Networks

Portfolio of services
Training in the field of networks and protocols in  
telecommunications
• Continual professional development in engineering
• Intensive courses
•  Overview seminars for “non-technical” staff,  

managers and decision-makers
•  Transfer of know-how and methods from academia  

to business

Consulting in the field of telecommunications
• Feasibility concepts
• System studies
• Support with marketing
•  Development of system descriptions and expert  

presentations

3
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Company competence:
Understanding. Management. Implementation. 
A look back at the 2014 Steinbeis Consulting Day

Company competence is the key to competitive success. Companies are no longer seen as the sum of all their resources. What’s more  
important is exactly how different skills and competences are configured and assembled. In the debate on company competence –  
until now – firms have typically been viewed from the personnel or human resources perspective. But a competence-based  
view on companies also means examining all other departmental functions and specific contributions to company competence as a whole. 
This approach towards company competence was the focus of discussion for over 300 delegates at this year’s Steinbeis Consulting Day, 
which took part at the Stuttgart House of Commerce (Haus der Wirtschaft) in July. 

At the event, company competence was not only examined from a science 
and research point of view, but also from the perspective of business  
practice and consulting. Throughout, emphasis was placed on interac-
tion with the audience. 

The first part of the day consisted in an introduction to company com-
petence and into the current debate. Prof. Dr. John Erpenbeck (Steinbeis 
University Berlin) explained why he concludes that company competence 
can be considered  as the propensity to organize oneself, outlining the 
connection between individual competences and system competences. 
In his speech, Prof. Dr. Klaus North (Wiesbaden Business School, Rhein-
Main University of Applied Sciences) discussed recent research findings 
as well as methods and concepts of knowledge management in compa-
nies as a key prerequisite for successful competence management. Mar-
tin Kimmich (Festo AG & Co. KG) crystallized this issue with the examp-
le of knowledge management at Festo and presented vivid insights into 
the structures, methods and tools used, as well as examples for imple-
mentation at the company level.

Some insights into future competence management were provided by 
Prof. Dr. Johanna Anzengruber (Steinbeis University Berlin/Siemens AG). 

Anzengruber stressed that the current distinction between company 
competence and individual competence must be overcome in compe-
tence management research. With an appeal for the development of 
integrative concepts of competence assessment in management and 
consulting, she argued in favor of a holistic approach to company com-
petence. Kristian Dencovski of Siemens then spoke about the practical 
application of “tomorrow’s competence management” in the health care 
sector. His speech on the Siemens Healthcare CV method drew on the 
example of in-vitro diagnostics. 

During the second part of the day, the focus lay on the measurement 
and analysis of company competence and the Company Competence 
Check© (UKC) developed by Steinbeis. In his presentation, Dr. Michael 
Ortiz (Steinbeis headquarters) provided insights into the project looking 
at the underlying concept and the development of the instrument, 
showing the project´s key aims and milestones as well as initial results 
of the concept development process. Ortiz also discussed the results of 
a study on “Organizational Capabilities and Holistic Competence Mea-
surement – The Steinbeis Company Competence Check,” which was pub-
lished for the Consulting Day. This involved the evaluation of two empi-
rical pretests and a comparative case study to derive conclusions 

You will find  
the recordings  
of the lectures of 
the day in our 
Steinbeis media 
library. 
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regarding the functionality scope and validity of the instrument. Prof. 
Dr. Michael Brucksch (Steinbeis University Berlin) used his speech to 
describe his experiences with the UKC and derived expectations and 
requirements of a competence analysis tool from the perspective of a 
consultant. Brucksch also emphasized the significant benefits this auto-
mated and partially automated procedure can bring, especially with 
regard to initial analysis. But he also pointed to the indispensible role of 
classic, methodically sound, detailed analysis conducted manually by 
consultants.

In the third and final part of the day, experts from science and indus-
try took part in an interactive panel discussion with the audience to 
discuss and debate the topic of company competence once more 
from a critical perspective. Prof. Dr. Johanna Anzengruber and Prof. Dr. 
Michael Brucksch were joined in the panel discussion by Prof. Dr.  
Andreas Aulinger (Steinbeis University Berlin). Aulinger highlighted the 
fact that competence management is a new and appealing attempt  
on behalf of companies to identify the right buttons to press for a com-
pany to succeed and keep developing these mechanisms. The organi-
zational experts consider it a huge challenge for competence manage-
ment to capture the deep-seated features of corporate culture in an 
appropriate manner. Prof. Dr. Marc Drüner (Steinbeis University Berlin) 
asserted that a competence model can no longer survive without the 
involvement of the company communications department. Use of new 
media, IT and social networks have become key competences in modern 
times, especially in marketing where such skilled implementation is  
indispensible. For Holger Regber (Festo Didactic GmbH & Co. KG),  
the ability of a company to change is a core competence. Regber believes 

that adaptability, along the lines of a “learning organization” in  
market and environmental processes dictated by change, is becoming an 
essential prerequisite for business success. Coaching and learning,  
both formal and informal, are pivotal instruments to engender this 
change in a company.

The day was moderated by Prof. Dr. Thomas Breyer-Mayländer, vice-
chancellor of marketing and organizational development at the Univer-
sity of Applied Sciences Offenburg. As a synopsis of the day, he addressed 
all interested guests and invited them to contribute actively to the 
further development of the Steinbeis Company Competence Check and 
to join the Steinbeis Consulting Groups for this purpose, which are to be 
initiated around the UKC‘s different dimensions and fields of applica-
tion.

Videos of the Steinbeis Consulting Day can be viewed by going to the Steinbeis media  
library at www.steinbeis.de. The next Steinbeis Consulting Day will take place on  
June 29, 2016 in Stuttgart.

Dr. Michael Ortiz 
Steinbeis Head Office, Steinbeis Consulting Centers (Stuttgart)
michael.ortiz@stw.de | www.steinbeis.de
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Plug&Produce – an innovation enters production 
Steinbeis-Europa-Zentrum works as a partner on the EU project I-RAMP3

An EU project called I-RAMP3 has brought together a consortium of industrial enterprises and research bodies to develop intelligent,  
communicative components aimed at transforming production facilities quickly and without complexity. The project, which has three years’  
backing from the European Commission, is already producing impressive results. The Steinbeis-Europa-Zentrum is supporting the project 
coordinator, providing assistance with project building. It is also a project partner for project planning, knowledge management and trai-
ning.
Information technology has moved forward in leaps and bounds,  
allowing industry to reinvent itself. Future production practices are 
being examined as the curtain goes up on intelligent, flexible and  
network production facilities (Industry 4.0 or smart factories). Fully on 
board with this trend is an EU project called I-RAMP3 (full title:  
Intelligent Reconfigurable Machines for Smart Plug & Produce  
Production). The goal set for I-RAMP3 is to optimize the commissioning 
time for production facilities – also known as the ramp-up stage – and 
to shorten this process.

The project is being coordinated by Harms & Wende GmbH, who is  
currently working with business partners to develop a process that can 
also be embedded in legacy production systems. The development of 
smart systems for introduction into industrial manufacturing is integral 
to the concept – with Plug & Produce capability to reduce the time  
taken between planning and production ramp-up. This should be made 

possible by NETDEVs (network-enabled devices). NETDEVs are quite  
simply devices that are linked through a network to inform each other 
about their availability and functionality. This can drastically simplify 
the time-consuming task of configuring devices and optimize processes. 
The I-RAMP3 concept also involves new ways to introduce intelligent  
sensors and actuators, both of which will play an important role in  
designing future “smart factories.” Ultimately, this should improve  
quality and flexibility and cut costs by raising efficiency.

In addition to Harms & Wende, four other German organizations are 
involved in the project alongside industrial partners and research bodies 
from France, Greece, the Netherlands, Portugal and Hungary. The con-
cept and scope of the technology covers production in all sectors  
of industry. It is this universality that will offer opportunities for 
wide-scale industrial application. Another important feature of  
I-RAMP3 relates to its modularity. NETDEVs offer potential use as  
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building blocks in extremely heterogeneous production networks. Since 
they are easy to adapt and can configure themselves, they offer ways to 
carry out modular upgrades on existing machinery.

The success of the project does not just hinge on milestones of a purely 
technological nature, however. When highly qualified experts come  
together from different fields, it is crucial for them to communicate 
intensively and openly. This not only includes technical discussions and 
joint developments, but also the pooling of knowledge into a common 
base. Special attention is therefore given to prudent observation of  
intellectual property rights and the interests of both the individual and 
the group. As a result, work extends beyond technological tasks to  
include other core elements of the project: knowledge management, 
clarification of property rights, training on technology transfer and the 
sharing of project results.

Eighteen months into the project, the project partners met up in the 
early summer of 2014 to conduct a half-time evaluation of the project. 
Goals reached until now were presented and examined critically. A road 
map was also developed for tasks in the next project phase. For the first 
time, NETDEV prototypes and software components were also presented. 

As the project progresses, the prototypes will be combined to make 
three types of demonstration models which will then also be presented. 
Technical consultants and representatives of the European Commission 
also attended the session and were extremely positive about the project, 
particularly highlighting the early accomplishment of project results 
and the outstanding degree of collaboration within the consortium.

The Steinbeis-Europa-Zentrum supported I-RAMP3 in the project bid-
ding process, providing project partners with project management 
support in administration and funding. Its work also focused on tasks 
such as knowledge management, clarifying intellectual property rights 
and associated training within the consortium communication project 
process. The latest news on the project and project events can be view-
ed on the website and a LinkedIn page for the project. 

Prof. Dr. Norbert Höptner, Dr. Jonathan Loeffler, Dr. Patricia Wolny
Steinbeis-Europa-Zentrum Karlsruhe (Karlsruhe)
Patricia.Wolny@stw.de | www.steinbeis-europa.de/iramp3.html 

SEZ project management services:

Project management is a key competence required to help a  
project succeed. EU projects can involve more than 20 partners 
from a variety of countries with different corporate cultures.  
The support provided by the SEZ includes:

•  Administrative project management 
Organization and moderation of partner meetings, communi- 
cation with the European Commission, coordination of reports, 
consideration of gender balance and PR

•  Financial project management 
Budget allocation and monitoring, preparation for audits  
by the European Commission

•  Management of issues related to innovation, including drafting  
of a Technology Implementation Plan, knowledge management, 
drafting of a SWOT analysis and roadmaps, implementation  
of project results, organization of workshops and conferences, 
assistance with the protection of intellectual property

•  Further services: dissemination and exploitation of  
project results

Image: © fotolia.de/Rainer Plendl
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Short consulting sessions 
Steinbeis offers free consultations to SMEs

Steinbeis offers short consulting sessions free of charge to small 
and medium-sized enterprises, which allow them to tap into sour-
ces of technology and know-how. Firms are put in touch with ex-
perts in the Steinbeis network, receive detailed advice and are pro-
vided with various information on new products, technologies and 
processes.

Applications for short consulting sessions with details of the desired 
consulting topic can be submitted by companies directly or through 
chamber of commerce representatives, the L-Bank, economic develop-
ment bodies or directors of Steinbeis enterprises. Application forms are 
available on the Steinbeis website.

The following conditions must be met to qualify for a short consulting 
session:
  the firm must be based in Baden-Württemberg
  sales in the previous year were under Euro 100m
  only one consultation per company, per year
  decision and execution goes through Steinbeis

The Steinbeis Organization Competence Check
New version of the Company Competence Check© (UKC)

The Steinbeis Foundation offers the Company Competence Check© 
(UKC) to provide companies with a well-founded and practical  
instrument for analyzing business competence across the board. 
Steinbeis consulting experts are currently working on an extension 
to the instrument to include further application areas within  
organizations – e.g., at universities, research bodies, hospitals, care 
centers and in public administration.

This adapted and overhauled version, the Organization Competence 
Check (OKC) will use different aspects of each field as a key reference 
point.

The experts are currently using and testing an initial quick check version 
of the OKC in a real-life context as part of a comprehensive case study 
analysis. As with the original UKC, the results of the pilot study will be 
used to further develop the OKC. Subsequent development will involve 
close collaboration with Steinbeis experts as well as outside experts 
working in specially formed Steinbeis Consulting Groups (SCGs).

Sonja Anklam
Steinbeis Consulting Centers (Stuttgart)
sonja.anklam@stw.de | www.stz-beratung.de

Dr. Michael Ortiz
Steinbeis Consulting Centers (Stuttgart)
michael.ortiz@stw.de | www.stw-beratung.de

From fruit bowls to managing occupational health 
and safety
Steinbeis consultant helps company launch new  
OHS program

Health is much more than not feeling ill. For Ulrike Niethammer, 
director of the Steinbeis Consulting Center for Occupational 
Health Management, a healthy work environment means promoting 
the physical, mental and social wellbeing of co-workers, even over 
the long term.

Last year, more German employees registered sick days at work than in 
the previous 14 years. The average worker was sick for 14.7 days. Given 
the lack of human resources and the aging workforce, the active promotion 
of health and availability to work is growing in importance as a key 
management task. Introducing an occupational health program makes it 
easier to develop an appealing culture in the workplace which focuses 
on employees. It also helps match the workplace to age requirements.

Salutogenetic models involve examining which factors have a positive 
impact on people’s health. One of the challenges of OHS is how to apply 
salutogenetic principles to a work environment and all relevant areas of 
activity, such as teamwork, work processes, or the attitude and actions 
of senior management and direct-line bosses.

Niethammer and co-workers at her Steinbeis Consulting Center believe 
that consistently involving employees raises the degree to which they 
identify with company values and goals. Work satisfaction and a good 
workplace atmosphere have a positive impact on long-term work relation- 
ships, although people have to be clear about the fact that it takes 
more than the occasional sports event or sharing a bowl of fruit. Again, 
the key aspect here is sustainability. By carefully planning OHS concepts, 
not only can business processes be taken into account, but special target 
groups can also be considered, who would otherwise do little for their 
own health.

Drawing on the example of one of her clients, Elsässer Filtertechnik 
GmbH, Niethammer shows the impact that consistent OHS manage-
ment can have on the work environment and the overall success of the 
company. The Nufringen-based company was the first firm in Germany 
to gain certification under the DIN standard for occupational health 
management, SPEC 91020. According to Niethammer, the exemplary 
implementation of OHS management worked excellently because the 
CEO of the company was fully behind it.

Ulrike Niethammer
Steinbeis Consulting Center Occupational Health Management 
(Herrenberg)
su1306@stw.de | www.steinbeis.de/su/1306
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Focusing on customers
Steinbeis student analyzes key account management structures at Carl Zeiss

Key account management was first introduced to Germany in the 1970s and actually originated in the capital goods industry.  
Highly complex products make it essential for buyers and sellers to work together especially closely and agree about things. This involves 
salespeople carrying out detailed analysis and managing and overseeing their most important clients in the long term. The overall aim is 
to get to a win-win situation for all parties involved: Clients are managed individually according to their needs and key account managers 
tie in important clients to the company in the long term. As part of his studies toward a Master of Business Engineering at the School of 
Management and Technology (Steinbeis University Berlin), Remko Binder examined the holistic approach taken toward global key account 
management in the international capital goods markets of Carl Zeiss IMT GmbH – from an internal and external (client) angle.

Carl Zeiss works in no less than five business fields and is divided into  
13 strategic business units. Its industrial measuring technology division, 
Industrielle Messtechnik GmbH (IMT) – the company that sponsored 
Binder’s project – was founded in 1919 under the precision measurement 
department. IMT had transformed itself from a mere machine maker to 
a provider of complete business systems, gradually developing service 
bundles and end-to-end solutions. The aim of Binder’s project was to 
examine the current structures of key account management, to investigate 
the key factors affecting the new key account management – by drawing 
on business examples – and to analyze and demonstrate the possibilities 
of a new key account structure. Finally, his work should provide a basis 
for decision-making in senior management, supporting efforts to exploit 
the full potential of major customers.

Binder started his project by looking at the initial situation at IMT. 
Mainly for historical reasons, the existing key account structure was 
sometimes people-based, sometimes customer-based. Key clients were 
allocated to different IMT departments and differed from one another in 
terms of structure and the division of tasks. Just like a lack of uniformity 
in the division of tasks and processes, a lack of automated sources of 
information can lead to some resources not being used properly. This 
can be made worse by some areas of key account management focusing 
too much on operational issues. As a result, some topics that should be 
followed up for strategic reasons can be neglected. 

The next step for Binder was to check and assess the factors affecting 
existing global key accounts, which he evaluated using a scoring system. 
To do this, he analyzed the potential offered by a global key account 
system, drawing on the example of a strategically important client. The 
organizational structure of the client was analyzed, as were issues relating 
to the sites where the client did not yet use IMT products and thus 
where there was potential for IMT. As a result of his analysis of potential, 
Binder concluded that the strategic client would welcome supervision 
from a key account manager at IMT.

Binder’s project highlighted the fact that there was potential to improve 
the current global key account structure at Carl Zeiss IMT. Even if IMT  
is less dependent on key customers than others in the industry, in the 
future more emphasis will be placed on key accounts and how they are 
managed. Cutthroat global competition and the difficulty of acquiring 
new customers and entering new markets have resulted in customer 
loyalty becoming one of the most important company objectives.

The next stage of the project will be to start implementing the new 
structure and business processes. Key proposals and a roadmap need  
to be developed for presentation to senior managers, complete with a 
detailed overview of key actions. Restructuring the organization and 
directly linking up key account managers with senior management can 
be beneficial, since linking a global key account structure to local sales 
often makes it difficult to focus clearly on individual clients. As a final 
step, the entire company must pursue the goal of checking its global key 
accounts and, based on this, developing next steps and strategies.
 

Sabrina Schurba
School of Management and Technology at Steinbeis University Berlin
(Berlin/Filderstadt)
sabrina.schurba@stw.de | www.scmt.com

Remko Binder
Carl Zeiss IMT GmbH

Image: © fotolia.de/Artur Marciniec
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Adding shine to material surfaces
Steinbeis experts develop precision-eroding process

Spark erosion-based machining involving wires on CNC machines has been used successfully in industry for years to produce  
blanking punches, clipping beds, electrodes used in die-sinking, and precision parts – especially when it is not worth carrying out precision 
stamping in small batches. But to produce highly sophisticated or even almost polished surfaces, parts have to be reworked many times  
to remove rough edges left by previous processes. This takes time and, depending on the material, it can also result in corrosion or pitting 
because the dielectric needed to carry out the necessary eroding consists of deionized water. The Steinbeis Transfer Center for Process 
Development has developed a hybrid wire erosion process that sidesteps this issue. The material surfaces it produces are smooth,  
shiny, and free from corrosion.
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Spark-erosion cutting using wires on CNC machines – sometimes referred 
to as wire-cutting or wire-cut EDM in workshops – is an electrothermal 
removal method that works with deionized water. The erosion wire is 
tensed between an upper and lower wire guide and moved at a constant 
wire-sweep velocity. The work piece, which is electroconductive, is moved 
along a programmed, defined path. This path is always relative to the 
movement of the erosion wire. 

The machining speed is dictated by the power of the generator, the 
thickness of the work piece and the nature of the material. A distinction 
is made between different sequences within the process – the rough 

cut, the split skim cut and the fine cut. To achieve ultimate precision 
down to the micrometer and produce highly sophisticated surfaces,  
it generally requires several rounds of cutting during the fine cut phase. 
The previously cut contour has to be reworked with a reduced level of 
sparking along an adjusted cutting path so that only the rough peaks or 
edges left behind by the previous process are removed. This is extremely 
time-consuming and despite using deionized water, it is impossible  
to avoid electrochemical side effects. Visible distortions may be left  
behind, as well as erosion. Depending on the material, metals may even 
start to form alloys and there can even be hydrogen embrittlement. 

The aim of the process developed by the experts at the Steinbeis Transfer 
Center was to eliminate these problems and produce a shiny surface on 
materials after only one fine cut. To do this, they worked through  
a systematic matrix of possible measures, including physical processes 
on the impulse generator and chemical processes in the dielectric. Power 
pulses were adjusted, not only according to flank angles as the current 
rises and drops, but also to accommodate bi-polar functions. The deionized 
water, which acts as an active medium and typically only has a conducti-
vity of a few microsiemens, had radical-forming substances added to it. 
This resulted in electrochemical removal processes in a thin layer on the 
surface of the material. For the process to work, the work piece had to 
have positive polarity. To support the chemical and physical effect of the 
process, a high-frequency pulsed direct current was superimposed. The 
method that has subsequently been developed by the experts is a genuine 
hybrid process: It involves two completely different processes running not 
consecutively, but simultaneously. 

The results speak for themselves. The kinds of microstructures that were 
previously produced on spherical balls, using spark erosion, have been 
replaced by steel surfaces which are smooth and shiny – without negative 
intercrystalline grain boundary effects resulting from the electrochemical 
process. As a result, extremely high surface qualities can be achieved, 
even with wire erosion. 

Prof. Karl Schekulin
Steinbeis Transfer Center Process Development (Reutlingen)
su0076@stw.de | www.steinbeis-transferzentren.de

Image: Spark erosion-based cutting with a wire on a CNC machine
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The milling and machining of natural fiber plastics 
Steinbeis team conducts research into bio-based polymers

Bio-based polymers have been the focus of applied research at the Steinbeis Research Center for Environmental Building and Building 
Materials for years. According to a nova Institute forecast for the production volumes of organic polymers, taking 2011 as a basis, by 
2020 production will have doubled as a proportion of total production. Polymers include materials that have been reinforced with natural 
fibers. Most of the properties of these materials are already known, but until now little attention has been given to their machinability. 
This is now the topic of a project currently being carried out at the Steinbeis Research Center. 

The properties that experts particularly value about engineering plastics 
include their low density (massive weight reductions in lightweight 
construction), the lack of wear, noise and vibration damping, resistance 
compared to corrosive media, good electrical insulation, and sometimes 
excellent friction properties. For example, in mechanical engineering 
they are used in applications ranging from cogs to glide bearings, coupling 
elements, bearing bushings and ship propellers. They also feature in  
fermenters, internal car fitments, aerospace technology and rotor blades 
on wind turbines.

These applications often require strong resistance to a variety of mechanical 
stresses and low thermal expansion properties. As a result, in many areas 
of mechanical engineering, the polymers have to be fiber-reinforced. 
The solid, stiff fibers absorb external forces while the synthetic matrix 
ensures that individual fibers are connected to one another and that the 

forces subjected to materials from the outside are transferred to the 
fibers. The matrix also protects the fibers in the material from external 
damage such as wear, radiation and humidity.

Natural fiber-reinforced plastics (NFRPs, which also include wood plastic 
compounds, or WPCs) have a justified existence in industry due to the 
scarcity of raw oil and their neutral carbon footprint. Aside from the 
aforementioned WPCs, which include wood fibers and powdered wood, 
a variety of manufacturers now also sell products with reinforced fibers 
like flax, hemp, cellulose (viscose) and lignin. Others are undergoing 
further development.

Despite their potential for lightweight construction, their stiffness and 
resistance, their excellent damping and crash properties, plus the ability 
to produce these materials from local renewable raw materials, industry 
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is still slow to adopt them in applications. This is partly due to the  
sometimes significantly higher costs compared to petrol-based plastics 
and their lower strength versus glass and carbon fiber-reinforced plastics. 
A further stumbling block is the lack of sufficient experimentation into the 
processing of mostly extruded or injection-molded natural fiber plastics. 
Machining such materials is often unavoidable in producing premium 
quality parts that are ready for assembly. Made-to-measure drilling and 
milling technologies need to be developed for innovative natural fiber 
plastics, for each kind of fiber matrix composite. These milling processes 
have to be sensitive enough to protect the material structure. If they are 
not, it can result in mechanical or thermal damage to parts.

It was against this backdrop that the Steinbeis Center fitted a CNC  
processing center with comprehensive measuring devices. The aim was 
to carry out a variety of experiments in order to develop processing 
strategies with the lowest possible negative impact on components and 
highest possible productivity. Results of comparable experiments involving 
GFRPs and CFRPs were only partly applicable to the new testing because 
there are significant differences between the properties of natural fiber 
plastics and glass and carbon fibers. One example of this is the stress 
placed on tools when separating fibers.

The main focus of the research project was initially to understand  
mechanical factors affecting materials in the drilling and machining 
process. For example, the Steinbeis experts examined the reaction of the 
fiber matrix compound to different influences and conditions typically 
encountered in drilling and machine processes, and the selected processing 
technique. The main motivation was to produce parts with reduced 
forces aimed at minimizing damage. Aside from testing a broad variety 
of processing strategies, the Steinbeis experts measured forces exerted 
during the process and prepared comparative data. With the drilling 
processes, the focus lay primarily in possible delamination problems on 
the exit side of drilling and fraying. Here and on sharp edges along 
transitions between machining contours, it was found that with the 

right milling technique and cutting tools, it was possible to prevent  
fibers and the matrix separating off.

As expected, assuming there is plenty of room to feed in components, 
separating fibers is less problematic than encountered with CFRPs. From a 
milling point of view, the lower resistance of the natural fibers can be an 
advantage. This is also noticed – in comparison to CFRP processing – by 
the much less demanding requirement for sharp-edge cutting tools. 

In terms of thermal factors when processing natural fiber plastics, it is not 
the tools that are the limitation but the material. This saves the need for 
users to acquire expensive cutting instruments, but it does require  
significant skill in choosing a processing technique that is not precarious 
for thermal reasons. This and related issues will be the focus of future 
work for the research team – which expressly welcomes collaboration 
with industrial enterprises and a specific application problem. 

Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Hans-Volker Huth
Steinbeis Research Center Environmental Building and  
Building Materials (Berlin)
su0989@stw.de | www.stz.ba-berlin.de

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Reimund Klünder, Dr. rer. nat. Solveyg Gebhardt
HWR Berlin, FB 2, Mechanical Engineering
reimund.kluender@hwr-berlin.de

Steinbeis Research Center for Environmental Building  
and Building Materials

Services
•  Setting up contacts and organizing consultations  

with specialists
• Optimization of business processes
• Market and diversification strategies
• Quality management and certification
• Regional economic development
• International technology transfer
• Expert reports
• Research and development
• Training and continuing professional development

Key Areas
• Sustainability in the construction industry
• Construction physics and construction measurement technology
• Contaminated sites and recycling technology
• Geotechnology and landfill technology

Image: Testing of different processing techniques
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Academic training for kindergartens
Bachelor degree on training, child education, integration 
and learning therapy

As kindergartens become more and more professional, expec-
tations are growing in terms of training, the education of children 
and supervision –kindergartens are increasingly becoming a place 
of education. Young graduates but also established teachers are 
looking for training options to stay in touch with vocational  
developments, seek improvements and even take on management 
roles. The Akademie für öffentliche Verwaltung und Recht, which 
is a Steinbeis Transfer Institute at Steinbeis University Berlin,  
is now offering this target group a part-time bachelor’s degree 
with a focus on training, child education, integration and learning 
therapy for children and adolescents.

The bachelor’s degree lasts 36 months and was developed with the 
Brandenburg state ministry of youth, education and sports as well as 
higher education institutions (HEIs) that provide teacher training  
together. Students with a previous HEI qualification can shorten the 
degree by one year. Registration does not require a German “Abitur” 
(school-leaving certificate).

The aim of the degree is not to improve standards at educational  
establishments, but instead to improve recognition for the profession 
in society as a whole. Professor Dr. Bärbel Held, academic director at 
the Akademie für öffentliche Verwaltung und Recht believes: “These 
bachelor degrees for kindergarten teachers finally lend the appropriate 
importance to this vocational group – on par with school teachers and 

social education workers.” Academic staff training should help students 
to act more conscientiously – to think about their actions and base 
them on well-founded principles. Teachers and students enrolled in the 
program engage in lively conversation about the topics. The bachelor 
degree also opens the door to other vocational options.

The degree program provides students with a sound understanding  
of specialist topics, culminating in a Bachelor of Arts with further  
options in Public Education. An important part of the degree is the 
student project which is based on actual practice and draws on the 
latest academic insights. This provides tangible benefit to students and 
their employers. As only two to three days’ attendance are required for 
the course per month, the degree is sufficiently flexible to minimize 
absence from the workplace. The third year of the degree starts in the 
spring of 2015 and registration has already started. 

  Ramona Groneberg
Steinbeis Transfer Institute Academy of public administration and Law (Berlin)
su1039@stw.de | www.aoev.de

“Integrity is a fundamental attitude”
11th SIBE Campfire Talk with  
Dr. Christine Hohmann-Dennhardt

Around 40 students and alumni enjoyed an evening with a  
difference at the Steinbeis School of International Business and 
Entrepreneurship (SIBE) at Steinbeis University Berlin. It was  
all part of the 11th SIBE Campfire Talk, this time featuring  
Dr. Christine Hohmann-Dennhardt, who has been the member  
of the Daimler board of management for integrity and legal affairs 
since 2011.

During the course of the evening, Hohmann-Dennhardt talked about 
changes in requirements that resulted in her move from the Federal 
Constitutional Court to the Daimler board, providing insights into the 
work carried out by her department. She described her biggest challenge 
as first gaining acceptance for her role and the work of the new appointed 
board function. This was successful, not least thanks to many conver-
sations with people who explained their situation at all levels of the 
organization. The work of the integrity and legal affairs department is 
now shaped by a culture of general dialogue. Dialogue teams from 
around the world helped with the development of company compliance. 
Workers from all corners of the globe are also involved in discussion on 
other topics to involve as many people as possible in the change of 
company values.

When asked if integrity and entrepreneurial responsibility should be 
part of a business school’s curriculum Hohmann-Dennhardt gave a clear 
response: “Yes, but.” She believes a business school like SIBE, which aims 
to foster entrepreneurial commitment, should cover this area, but that 
integrity does not need a separate teaching module: “I learn this and 
that, and then I have to do integrity. ... No! It has to be a starting point,” 
says Hohmann-Dennhardt. And this was the big message of her talk. 
Entrepreneurial responsibility, integrity and a values-based approach  
to management are not topics that are “maybe also” dealt with on  
a good day, and let go of on a bad day – instead, it’s a fundamental 
entrepreneurial attitude that should be a guiding principle for all business 
decisions and actions.

Friederike Niederberger
Steinbeis School of International Business and Entrepreneurship at 
Steinbeis University Berlin (Berlin/Herrenberg)
su1249@stw.de | www.steinbeis-sibe.de
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Sabrina Schurba
School of Management and Technology at Steinbeis University Berlin  
(Berlin/Filderstadt)
sabrina.schurba@stw.de | www.scmt.com

Junior SHB consultants travel to Japan
Students implement projects on behalf of  
Japanese customers

To prepare themselves for international business, master’s students 
at the School of Management and Technology, an institute at 
Steinbeis University Berlin, have had an eventful time in far-flung 
Japan. The main reason for the trip abroad was to work on real-life 
business projects for medium-sized Japanese enterprises.

Working in close collaboration with Steinbeis Japan, TAMA (Technology 
Advanced Metropolitan Area Association) and the School of Management 
and Technology, Japanese SMEs are receiving support with targeted 
transfer projects as part of the “project competence degree” concept. 
The main focus of the projects is internationalization at the Japanese 
companies and their independence as SMEs. Because of the strong  
emphasis placed on practical application during the project competence 
degree – with the aim of facilitating measurable transfer of theory into 
practice – the TAMA has already been collaborating successfully with 
the School of Management and Technology for a number of years.

As part of this collaboration, master’s students at the School of  
Management and Technology were once again asked to demonstrate 
their ability in a real business setting, this time for four companies: 
Cosmotec, Kyosai Technos, Onizuka Glass and Metrol. Each of the junior 
consultants were given a business-related task to complete.

Business in Japan presents particular challenges in such situations. 
Apart from the actual task at hand, the students had to take intercultural 
aspects into account as well as social issues.

Before flying off, the 64 students were divided into 8 consultant teams 
and allocated to one of the four companies. The students were also  
given support by 24 students and “post-docs” at the Japanese partner 
university, Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology (TUAT). Each 
team was given a summary of the company brief while still in Germany, 
outlining the most important aspects of the task.

The junior consultants contacted the foreign companies to clarify initial 
questions and gather enough information to start working on the task. 
Once in Japan, they then visited the partner companies and engaged  
in detailed conversation with managers and workers at the companies, 
before agreeing the final consulting brief they would be working on.  
The students then worked on this brief in Japan with the support of 
Japanese co-students.

Probably the most nerve-racking part was the final presentation of the 
results to the management representatives. The students had to outline 
their ideas and solutions and discuss them with the Japanese company. 
The results now provide the companies with clear recommendations for 
what to do next, either alone or with the support of Steinbeis. Apart 
from the experience of working on a project for a foreign company,  
the students gained an insight into the Japanese business culture, their 
values and their traditions – excellent training on intercultural issues.
 

Certification course for Occupational Health  
and Safety Managers (SHB)
The key role played by occupational health and safety  
(OHS) management

Against a backdrop of demographic change and the ever-accelerating 
nature of business processes, there is an increasing need for  
occupational health mechanisms to safeguard the health and produc-
tivity of the workforce. Occupational health and safety (OHS) now 
plays an important role for companies and organizations striving  
to improve long-term profitability and competitiveness. The Steinbeis 
Business Academy, which is part of Steinbeis University Berlin,  
has now developed a certification course for managers and other 
workers involved in OHS to qualify as an Occupational Health and 
Safety Manager.

The course is an instrument of continuing professional development 
with a strong focus on business practice. Spanning 5 modules of 3-day 

classroom-based training, the course outlines the fundamentals of OHS, 
including legal aspects, health drives, trends and the key success factors 
of OHS. Students also use exercises and case studies to receive training 
on methods and tools, such as moderation, presentation techniques and 
QA instruments.

The course gives students a chance to plan and use the content covered 
in the course modules on real-life projects within a company. They also 
learn how to manage OHs professionally, by developing skills relating to 
managing meetings, dealing with conflicts and qualities of leadership.

Katja Oloff
Steinbeis Business Academy at Steinbeis University Berlin  
(Berlin/Gernsbach)
katja.oloff@stw.de | www.steinbeis-academy.de

Peter Schupp, director at the School of Management and Technology
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3D-Druck der Lindauer Inselhalle

Innovative concepts and the very latest technology
The medical simulation center at Steinbeis University  
Berlin (Essen)

An alarm bell rings out in intensive care. The nurses on duty  
recognize it as a signal that there’s a lack of oxygen and work out 
that the hospital’s central oxygen supply system has switched off. To 
prevent injury to critically ill patients, the whole team needs to  
act quickly in a coordinated and professional manner. Thankfully, it’s 
rare for such dire circumstances to be encountered in everyday 
practice, but when things do go seriously wrong, lives depend on the 
competent reaction of the team treating and caring for patients.  
It is rare to find an opportunity during the day-to-day running of a 
hospital to practice what to do in an emergency. In June of 2014, 
Public Health and Healthcare NRW, a Steinbeis Transfer Institute at 
Steinbeis University Berlin, opened a simulation center in Essen to 
practice such emergency situations.

A central aspect of training is how to support teams dealing with a 
critical situation and how individuals should react. To aid this, the simu-
lation center has a comprehensive camera system to help review the 
actions of each individual and the entire team once the simulation has 
finished. The idea of the simulation center is to work through different 
scenarios using patient simulators. In addition to an emergency admission 
room with a patient shock cubicle, an anesthesia preparation room and 
a surgery unit, there is a fully equipped intensive care ward, a recovery 
zone and a non-clinical intensive care unit. All areas are fitted with the 
very latest medical equipment and there is an external facility at the 
Steinbeis Transfer Institute to simulate emergency service calls. These 
can also be recorded and analyzed afterwards.

Core elements of all of the exercises include teamwork development, 
care management and managing the interface and interactions between 
people of various health care vocational groups involved in typical 
scenarios that might arise. To do justice to the different vocational 

groups, the institute is collaborating with different organizations, such 
as the State School of the North Rhine State Association in North-Rhine 
Westphalia (Red Cross), hospitals, health care and nursing schools,  
organizers of elderly patient care seminars and physiotherapy schools.

The opening of the simulation center marks another milestone in the 
development of Steinbeis University’s involvement in the Kupferdreh 
district of Essen. The site stands directly next to Lake Baldeney and is 
developing into a science park with the support of the Steinbeis Transfer 
Institute of Public Health and Healthcare NRW.
 

Prof. Dr. Herbert Hockauf
Steinbeis Transfer Institute Public Health and Healthcare NRW (Berlin/Essen)
su1201@stw.de | www.steinbeis-hochschule-nrw.de

All it takes is a few drops of blood
Award for SHB graduate

Blood tests have become a necessary routine for almost all  
patients staying in a hospital. To prepare blood samples  
for testing, more blood is needed than is actually required to  
carry out the analysis. Patients spending days, if not weeks  
on a heart-lung machine are particularly likely to lose significant 
volumes of blood when samples are taken. To work out if this 
could be avoided, SHB graduate Rene Weimer successfully  
examined cardiac systems at the University Clinic of Gießen 
(UKGM) as part of a degree paper.

Weimer completed his training as a cardiovascular perfusionist at the 
Academy for Perfusion at the Germany Heart Institute Berlin (DHZB). 
While working as a perfusionist at the UKGM, he completed a B.Sc. in 
Cardiovascular Perfusion, a “project competence degree” offered by 
Steinbeis University Berlin. He spent his time on the UKGM ward to 
carry out his scientific investigation. By combining semipermeable filter 
membranes used in dialysis systems with miniaturized catheter techno-

logy, blood sampling on heart-lung machines can be reduced signifi-
cantly. Just a few drops of blood are needed for subsequent testing.

With the support of his scientific supervisor and head of the Giessen 
cardiotechnology department, Johannes Gehron, Weimer managed to 
get his work published in the scientific magazine Kardiotechnik, for 
which he received a Terumo Kardiotechnik scholarship prize. This prize is 
awarded once a year for scientists’ first papers and publications in the 
field of cardiotechnology and extracorporeal circulation.

The University Clinic of Giessen is currently sponsoring several students 
at Steinbeis University Berlin with the scientific investigations at the 
UKGM.

Frank Merkle
Steinbeis Transfer Institute Cardiovascular Perfusion (Berlin)
su1228@stw.de | www.steinbeis.de/su/1228

Handing over the keys: Tobias Knöfel, Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. mult. Johann Löhn, Irene 
Lind, Luise Nowak and Mirko Klein (left to right)
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Dresden 

Steinbeis Research Center Electrophysiology and 
Cardiac Devices
 PD Dr. med. Christopher Piorkowski 
E-Mail: SU1822@stw.de | Web: www.steinbeis.de/su/1822 

„There is no rhythm like sinus rhythm!“ 

Services
Research and development in the field of cardiac arrhythmias:
   Design and evaluation of novel concepts for diagnostis  
and treatment

   Translational development and evaluation of  
novel medical technologies

   Planning, conduction, supervision and analysis of clinical studies 
ranging from feasibility to RCT

Esslingen 

Steinbeis Transfer Center Plastics Technology and 
Lightweight Construction
 Prof. Dr.-Ing. Wolfgang Guth 
E-Mail: SU1821@stw.de | Web: www.steinbeis.de/su/1821 

“The detailed understanding of materials, manufacturing and 
function is a key success factor in the development and production  
of high-performance, economically viable, environmentally  
compatible products. With their manifold properties, plastics in 
particular offer tremendous potential to innovate and grow markets 
in the field of light construction. Our aim is to help our clients 
and partners exploit this potential across the board in a business 
context.”

New centers in the Steinbeis 
Network Services
The Steinbeis Network comprises around 1,000 Steinbeis enterprises 
spanning all fields of technology and management. Depending  
on the nature of their work, these may be Transfer Centers,  
Consulting Centers, Innovation Centers, Research Centers, Transfer 
Institutes, or separate legal entities. The following new Steinbeis 
enterprises have been founded since May.

Services
  Technology transfer in the area of plastics technology and hybrid 
lightweight construction

  Materials analysis and characterization of polymer materials  
during the development and production

  Production of samples and prototypes
  Consulting, training and damage analysis

Filderstadt 

Steinbeis Transfer Institute Controlling,  
Audit and Tax
 Dr. Walter Beck, MBA, Dipl.-Betriebswirt (BA)  
Carsten Rasner 
E-Mail: SU1818@stw.de | Web: www.steinbeis.de/su/1818 

“The ‘Project Competence Degree’ with a strong focus on taxation 
law, auditing and management accounting.”

Services
  Master program with specialization in controlling,  
tax law and auditing 

  Bachelor program with specialization in tax law and auditing

Freilassing 

Steinbeis Consulting Center Agile Development  
of Information Systems
 PD Dr. Holger Gast 
E-Mail: SU1819@stw.de | Web: www.steinbeis.de/su/1819 

“Until now, IT systems were considered a mid- to long-term  
investment entailing high development costs. Our model-driven 
development tool turns them into more agile work tools that are 
quickly available and work cost-efficiently.”

Services
  Agile and model-based development of information systems
  Development of data-centric web applications
  Prototyping of information and management systems

Gengenbach 

Steinbeis Transfer Institute Corporate Research, 
Development and Innovation
 Prof. Dr. Philipp Eudelle 
E-Mail: SU1829@stw.de | Web: www.steinbeis.de/su/1829 

“The very latest technology, state-of-the-art laboratories and ex-
cellent human resources: We support you as a competent partner 
with the planning, implementation and monitoring of company 
research, development and innovation projects.”
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  Consulting on innovation programs, applying for funds, support on  
research projects
 Further education, trainings and seminars

Steinbeis Transfer Center Thermofluid Dynamics and Safety 
Engineering
 Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jens Denecke 
E-Mail: SU1828@stw.de | Web: www.steinbeis.de/su/1828 

“We shift the boundaries of safety technology used in process 
engineering in the field of productivity enhancement. To do this, 
we draw on scientifically proven, modern modeling methods used 
in thermo-fluid dynamics. Naturally, these methods are also used 
to optimize machines, apparatus and products”

Services
  Model development for the description of flow, heat and material 
transport processes

  Experiments on the validation of models or determination of model 
parameters
 Development of innovative safety concepts
  Evaluation of safety-related scenarios and documentation according 
to the major accidents ordinance
  Support on the development of research projects and applying for 
public funding
 Further education, training and seminars

Services
  Research and consulting services
 Innovation consulting
 Studies
 Cooperative Promotion
 Seminar Strategy development
 Seminar User Experience

Göppingen 

TZM GmbH
Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Edgar Grundstein
E-Mail: SU1831@stw.de | Web: www.steinbeis.de/su/1831 

Services
The object of the company is the provision of engineering and  
consulting services in the field of technological products and software 
as well as the manufacturing and distribution of products.

Herdwangen 

Steinbeis Transfer Center Optics, Light and Laser
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jörg Baumgart
E-Mail: SU1823@stw.de | Web: www.steinbeis.de/su/1823 

“We are the first port of call in the field of light production with 
imaging and non-imaging optics, including interaction between 
light and humans. Our work draws on modern simulation instru-
ments to design optical systems and measurement apparatus  
in spectral systems, light technology and imaging used in verification.”

Services
 Design of optical and lighting optical systems
  Characterization of optical and lighting technology components
 Analysis and measurement of stray light
 Laser protection

Karlsruhe 

Steinbeis Transfer Center Thermofluid Dynamics and 
Efficient Energy Conversion
 Prof. Dr.-Ing. Matthias Stripf 
E-Mail: SU1827@stw.de | Web: www.steinbeis.de/su/1827 

“We raise the energy efficiency and power density of machinery, 
instruments and components. This involves the application of the 
very latest computation methods and experimental processes of 
thermo-fluid dynamics, as well as control technology, which is 
adapted to individual requirements.”

Services
 Development of calculation models
 Design and optimization of cooled and/or flowed components
 Experimental validation of models, components and plants
  Consulting and applied research in the area of heat utilization, effici-
ent energy conversion and component cooling
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Oberstenfeld 

Steinbeis Transfer Center Institute for Innovation 
and Modern Technology
 Prof. Dr.-Ing. Andreas Reichert 
E-Mail: SU1824@stw.de | Web: www.steinbeis.de/su/1824 

“Ideas as a vehicle of innovation – and with this, success. Drawing 
on targeted innovation project management, we translate novel 
concepts into successful products.”

Services
  Engineering 
  Consulting

Oftersheim 

Steinbeis Consulting Center Digital School
Volker Matejka, M. Sc., Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Ralf Hanke
E-Mail: SU1832@stw.de | Web: www.steinbeis.de/su/1832 

“IT and software should only be used in schools as a means to 
achieve the actual aim: teaching and learning. The aim of the “Di-
gital School” Steinbeis Consulting Center is to help teachers and 
schools to concentrate on this core competence.”

Services
  Innovative, self-developed software solutions for schools and 
teachers

  Consulting on the implementation and use of the self-developed 
software solutions

  Concept of software-supported work processes for schools

Reutlingen 

Steinbeis Transfer GmbH an der Hochschule  
Reutlingen
 Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Uwe Haug 
E-Mail: SU1833@stw.de | Web: www.steinbeis.de/su/1833 

Services
This enterprise focuses on knowledge and technology transfer between 
science and business, particularly in the Neckar-Alb region. To this end, 
the company establishes Steinbeis Transfer Enterprises for the purpose 
of offering transfer, development, consulting as well as transfer-oriented 
research, training and employee development services. In addition, the 
company develops and sells products and services relating to the services 
mentioned above.

Stuttgart 

Steinbeis Consulting Center JK Certified Systems
Dr.-Ing. Jacques Kamga Fopoussi
E-Mail: SU1826@stw.de | Web: www.steinbeis.de/su/1826 

“We use a patented and tried-and-tested functional testing method 
to check the 100% functionality of your embedded systems during 
commissioning/ramp-up with an electronic seal of approval.”

Services
  Consulting on testing procedures and protection  
of E/E systems 

  Auditing and assessment of testing processes and  
testing organizations 

  Education and training of testing methodology and  
testing management 

  Consulting on creation and implementation of function  
tests incl. awarding of an electronic test seal

Urbach 

Steinbeis Transfer Center New Dimension
Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Andreas Hedrich
E-Mail: SU1830@stw.de | Web: www.steinbeis.de/su/1830 

“Purpose, objectives, aims and goals – terms that often relate  
to a dilemma with targets, but also the solution. We offer ways  
to set targets with respect to personal, organizational, product and 
market priorities. We foster and develop them in target-setting 
work shops, formalize them in integrated target management 
systems, evaluate them using sustainability and performance 
pre-measurement, and unveil new dimensions with our  
‘Transatlantic Cluster’.”

Services
 Consulting
 Customizing
 Mentoring
 Certification
 Education
 Events and workshops
 Encouraging
 Profiling
 Motivating interviewing
 Problem solution
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Weingarten 

Steinbeis Transfer Center Health and  
Social System Research
 Prof. Dr. Axel Olaf Kern 
E-Mail: SU1817@stw.de | Web: www.steinbeis.de/su/1817 

“Strategic positioning and marketing orientation are more  
crucial for companies and institutions in the health care and  
social services industry than ever before, thus also making it  
essential to use effectiveness and efficiency evaluations, cost- 
benefit analyses (CBA), and evaluation studies – dovetailed  
with change management, with a clear inward focus.”

Services
  Expert report on questions in the social and  
health care sector 

  Strategy consulting of enterprises in the health care  
and social sector

  Concept, implementation and evaluation of projects  
in the area of health care and social economy 

  Corporate health care management as a management issue
  Support in operational processes and coaching of  
executives and employees 

  Analysis, development and implementation of instruments  
for the market and customer-oriented corporate management

Villingen-Schwenningen 

Steinbeis Transfer Center Applied Methods  
of Project Management
 Prof. Dr. Bernd Kaltenhäuser 
E-Mail: SU1816@stw.de | Web: www.steinbeis.de/su/1816 

“A project manager who believes he or she is actually managing 
projects is like someone who believes that butterflies are flies 
made of butter”

Services
  Certification of trainings for project management,  
quality management and risk management 

  Certification of project management and  
quality management systems

  Consulting of companies regarding project management,  
quality management, business organization and  
process optimization 

  Training and certification of project staff

Weimar 

Steinbeis Innovation Center Materials Process  
and Structure Simulation
 Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jörg Hildebrand 
E-Mail: SU1820@stw.de | Web: www.steinbeis.de/su/1820 

“Understanding the properties of materials and structures  
by using experimental and numerical analyses makes it possible 
to optimize stress placed on materials and structures in appli-
cation. This also means considering and evaluating anything  
that influences processes, such as the welding, adhesion, screwing 
and heat treatment of materials and structures. We see ourselves 
as a flexible and reliable partner to clients in the field of  
mechanical engineering, ship building, construction and the auto-
motive industry.”

Services
  Applied research and development 
  Consulting in the fields of material, process,  
and structure simulation 

  Simulations and evaluation of processes 
  Investigation of individual components and  
complex structures as well as structure optimization 

  Studies relating to modeling, simulations,  
parameter and optimization

  Static and dynamic strength testing of structures 
  Damage analysis of materials, joining connections,  
and structures 

  Training/motivation
  Training, continuous professional development,  
seminars, HR development

  Expert reports 
  Project support
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Real estate consultants put 
to the test
Steinbeis report certifies expertise of real estate 
agents and property managers

German newspaper headlines regularly mention real estate issues – 
e.g., “rent control” or “the initial customer pays the fee” –  
fueling a lively debate among politicians and representatives on 
the real estate and housing industry. A third factor also plays a  
role in legal processes: The coalition agreement includes provisions 
for laying down national conditions and minimum requirements  
for people entering real estate and property management. In the 
future, real estate professionals will also need liability insurance. 
Working on behalf of the German real estate association IVD, ex-
perts at the Center for Real Estate Studies (the CRES, a Freiburg-
based Steinbeis Transfer Institute belonging to Steinbeis University 
Berlin) have written an expert report under the director ship of Prof. 
Dr. Marco Wölfle on the impact of legislation initiatives and ways to 
implement key measures.

The expert report starts with three fundamentals: the commitments  
made in the coalition agreement between the CDU/CSU parties and the 
SPD; efforts being made by professional organizations in the real estate 
and housing industry; previous experience that German real estate aca-
demics have had with education policies. In the coalition agreement, 
the ruling parties have laid down goals for the real estate industry,  
including higher levels of construction and consumer protection mechanisms 
to safeguard service and consultation standards. Uniform national  
conditions are planned for startups wishing to enter the real estate  
industry, with certified levels of expertise and minimum requirements 
similar to other consultative professions. 

The Steinbeis report approaches the analysis on the basis of market 
theory, examining the underlying constellation between key players. In 
cooperation with the IVD and industry professionals, a detailed analysis 

is made of the vocational profiles of real estate agents and managers,  
as these will be affected by the future legislation. The Steinbeis experts 
have already made one initial conclusion: Real estate professionals  
are classic intermediaries, fulfilling a challenging role at an industry 
interface.

Compared to other markets, a number of factors in real estate are quite 
unique – the longevity of the purchased product, infrequent buying  
cycles, the heterogeneity of property. A large proportion of German property 
buyers only buy an apartment or house once in their life, so they have 
no experience-based point of reference like they would when buying 
consumer products. As a result, buyers and renters address all the ques-
tions they have regarding their desired property to a qualified professi-
onal such as a real estate agent of property manager. In addition  
to what some people refer to as competence assumption, the entire 
process involves important property assets, similar to assets encoun-
tered in financial services which are strongly regulated by the powers 
that be. Given consumer protection needs and the similarity of such 
aspects, the measures captured in the coalition agreement are wholly 
warranted.

How measures should be specifically implemented is not yet covered  
by the coalition agreement. Based on the activity profile of real estate 
professions, which was drawn up in the expert report, the reference in 
the agreement to other consulting professions is not something the 
Steinbeis experts agree on. To enter self-employment in the real estate 
industry, the bar should definitely not be set below the normal levels  
of commercial training. This stance is understandable if one compares 
the situation in Germany to neighboring countries. European service 
standards and certification for real estate agents and property value 
assessors also set much higher standards in terms of qualifications.  
The insurance obligation in the coalition agreement is a supporting 
measure. Similar to car insurance, the premiums of liability  
insurance will depend on how frequently the insured parties make 
claims. Poor quality will result in higher premiums or even exclusion 
from insurance. This will have a positive impact on the quality of services 
in the real estate industry.

The Steinbeis experts also consider continuing professional development 
important since real estate agents are increasingly regulated. As a  
result, regular training is needed. For people already working in the real 
estate industry, interim solutions will be needed on an individual basis, 
taking previous experience into account. By laying down standards and 
training programs, people working in other professions – who wish  
to switch to the real estate industry – can also gain qualifications.

Professor Dr. Marco Wölfle, Peter Graf
Steinbeis Transfer Institute Center for Real Estate Studies (CRES) (Freiburg)
su1477@stw.de | www.steinbeis.de/su/1477
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“Sound human resources development is guided by  
the concept of evidence-based management”
An interview with Dr. Viktor Lau

Dr. Lau, most would agree that HR development plays an important 
role in companies and that it has major significance for business 
success. But what should actually be done in practice can be a 
contentious point. What do you believe is good HR development? 
And what are the issues faced in this area at the moment?

The hallmarks of good HR development – that’s both professional  
and respectable – are that the services that are provided are based on 
business needs or job requirements; the task does not involve trying to 
“save” workers or managers. Genuine HR development acknowledges 
limitations laid down by civil law and respects the aspirations of employees 
with respect to physical and psychological integrity – so it doesn’t keep 
on pestering people with psychotherapeutic gimmicks. Proper HR deve-
lopment also restricts itself to measures that have some sort of reason-
able foundation in terms of rational, comprehensible and empirical  
justification. Ideally, it revolves around the concepts of evidence-based 
management.

I think the big problem with HR development – especially in medium-sized 
enterprises – is that the function is increasingly becoming infiltrated  
by management esotericism. What I mean by management esotericism 
is irrational or unsubstantiated psychological techniques such as neuro-
linguistic programming (NLP), or personality types that draw on crude 

fragments of C.G. Jung to categorize employees into blues, reds, greens 
or yellows. What I mean with this is a kind of zoo-oriented management 
development – with managers being sent into horse stables, wolf dens 
or falconries, based on frivolous metaphors – or organizational planning 
centering on ideologies and all sorts of gray imports from do-it-yourself 
Buddhism or Taoism. At the moment this problem’s getting worse,  
not better.

You’ve been working in personnel and organizational development 
for almost 20 years now, also, or especially, at medium-sized 
enterprises. HR development issues are difficult for small and  
medium-sized enterprises due to the lack of resources. Which  
projects and services are particularly in demand from SMEs in  
the field of HR development?

Primarily training and continuing professional development services,  
for which there’s an extremely big and thus also unfathomable market 
of external suppliers. Blended learning and e-learning models are big, 
and will remain so. There’s been a significant rise in demand over  
the years for staff training and postgraduate courses, but also coaching 
services for managers.
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Dr. Viktor Lau 
Viktor.Lau@outlook.de

concoctions – for example NLP with kinesiology and EMDR, or NLP with 
organizational structuring etc. Leadership development techniques in-
spired by zoology also seem to be capable of conjuring up further  
digressions – there’s a major German bank working with lamas at the 
moment. It wouldn’t be exaggerating to call the underlying concept 
daredevil. There’s also a dangerous tendency to overstep the mark since 
therapeutic methods offered by laypersons are out of place in occuational 
HR management.

Workers are expected to get older in the future and the decline in 
the number of up-and-coming workers as a result of demographic 
changes will present challenges for HR development specialists. 
What do you think can be done about this?

If we assume that HR development turns its back on esoteric and 
unprof essional concepts in the medium term, given the demographic 
trends – and this especially affects SMEs – it will be important to  
consider personnel threats and opportunities at the same time, and  
manage this. I’ve coined a term for this: potential-oriented succession 
planning. In the future, there won’t be so much choice anymore, you’ll 
have to work out really early on who could replace key workers if  
something unexpected crops up. Potential-oriented succession planning 
can do this because it links personnel risk management with strategic 
elements of HR development.

Staff surveys have also gained in importance. This is a welcome develop-
ment; it shows that management is eager to enter into more discourse 
with workers. Despite the number of indications that leadership is poor, 
there are differing degrees to which management development measures 
can actually be implemented. Naturally it all depends on senior  
management and the management culture of the company. The way  
I see it, lots of SMEs are still too reticent about HR development and  
use the lack of resources as an excuse. Clever concepts are needed in 
this respect, such as cross-company initiatives.

You published a “Black Book of HR Development” through Steinbeis- 
Edition and heavily criticized lots of personnel development  
methods, calling them “baneful management esotericism.” What 
motivated you to write this book?

First and foremost, the apparent maelstrom of management esotericism, 
which also came at me as a head of HR development. In almost 20 years 
in business, some of the most outlandish ideas landed on my desk. Aside 
from the aforementioned one, there were purely esoteric concepts like 
“shamanistic personnel development” or “spiritual coaching,” but also 
markedly perilous mixtures of psychological techniques, alternative  
medicine and therapeutic approaches. Trainers, coaches and personnel 
development experts are now mixing up all sorts of HR development 

Dr. Viktor Lau writes specialist 
books for Steinbeis-Edition and 
has been working as a consultant 
for international consulting  
companies for more than a decade. 
His focal areas include personnel 
strategies and organization,  
HR development and continuing 
professional development, and 
HR and training benchmarking. 
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Proactive, not reactive 
Steinbeis team develops training modules for robust processes

Modern manufacturing companies must strike a difficult balance. While customer expectations for product performance and quality  
are on the rise, so too is cost pressure. To reconcile this conflict, a company needs robust internal processes – processes that deliver  
long-term, dependable results regardless of external pressures. The Ulm-based Steinbeis enterprise TQU Business developed and rolled  
out a “risk-based fault prevention” program for a German automotive manufacturer. The client wanted a practical and effective system 
that allowed production line managers to prevent faults in the long run and to boost quality awareness in all departments and at all  
levels of the company. 

The starting point was an employee survey in Quality Management  
(QM) which asked respondents to share their experiences with quality 
and costs in recent years with the aim of identifying the challenges 
faced. The client was familiar with several quality methods, but none 
were being applied systematically or across the board – instead, different 
methods and tools were being used in isolation. Knowledge and experi-
ence were not being preserved and passed on, and the benefits of  
QM measures that had already been tried were not being documented. 
Employees placed more value on costs and deadlines than on quality 
and reliability. And in the end, eradicating faults took precedence over 
fault prevention.

Furthermore, an analysis of faults showed that the company was delivering 
high quality, but this could no longer be significantly improved. That 
meant that time had to be invested in fault correction during live  
production – which significantly worsened productivity. Analysis also 
showed that corrective measures carried out within a cycle or at a work-
station were not systematically documented and therefore could not be 
identified as time dedicated to fault correction. Based on observations 
and projections, the Steinbeis experts believed that the actual time 
spent correcting faults was five times higher than the recorded time. 
Workers, foremen and supervisors were highly effective in correcting 
faults. The low frequency of faults meant that no patterns could  
be detected that would immediately lead to sustainable measures to 
prevent their reoccurrence.

As the project moved on, it quickly became clear that the classic  
approach of corrective measures would not really bring about a genuine 
change in thinking or in the way things were done. With this in mind, 
the project team worked with those responsible for quality and training 
to develop a training program for proactive fault prevention. It com-
bines the existing strengths in reactive fault correction with risk-based 
fault prevention methods. Five training modules were developed  
to bridge these gaps, from documenting the risk of cycle- or worksta-

tion-based faults to the inclusion of a “fault risk per cycle” (FRC) indicator 
in the management toolbox of supervisors.

To use these modules, wide-ranging internal changes were necessary. 
Time for determining FRCs had to be incorporated in work schedules. 
The company also needed the right systems for management to use the 
FRC indicators. And the work methods and processes of the supervisors, 
foremen and quality experts had to be modified and anchored in the 
organization.

As usual at TQU Business, theoretical instruction took a backseat, with 
workers receiving hands-on training on the methods – directly on the 
production line. Participants and managers were so pleased with this 
approach that it has been adopted as standard practice in the company’s 
continuing professional development programs. And the results to date 
are highly promising. The amount of time spent on corrections has  
decreased significantly and fault frequencies have been cut even further 
through the use of preventive measures.

Tobias Bläsing, Helmut Bayer
TQU Business (Ulm)
su1103@stw.de | www.tqu-group.com
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Wow, that’s efficient! 
Steinbeis educates vocational trainees and teachers in energy efficiency

Many commercial and manufacturing enterprises are now actively concerned with issues such as carbon emissions, environmentally  
compatible supply chains and alternative drive technologies. The transportation and logistics segment summarizes these activities under 
the term “green logistics.” Usually this means individual measures taken by logistics service providers or shipping alliances to optimize 
transportation processes. “Energy-efficient Logistics,” a project initiated by the Steinbeis Innovation Center for Logistics and Sustainability 
(SLN) in Sinsheim, Germany, takes things a step further, leveraging the synergies between businesses, vocational schools and vocational 
training programs. Vocational trainers, instructors and trainees are being educated in ways to improve energy efficiency in the  
transportation and logistics sector. The initiative is being funded by the German Federal Environmental Foundation (Deutsche Bundesstiftung 
Umwelt - DBU).

Actions taken under the initiative focus on different fields of work.  
Instructors attend continuing professional development courses based 
on train-the-trainer principles. In the vocational schools, the sequence 
of instruction is based on a corresponding educational concept. And a 
third field of action focuses on educating and supporting sustainability 
teams, which consist of the vocational trainer, one or more trainees, and 
the instructor.

The continuing professional development courses for instructors place  
a spotlight on issues such as green accounting, carbon footprints, and 
environmentally compatible supply chains. The objective is to narrow  
or close gaps in participants’ understanding of sustainability and energy 
efficiency. To date some 100 teachers have participated in the project-
specific events.

The Steinbeis team provides regular rounds of instruction at the partner 
schools. They use topic-specific teaching materials which have now 
reached more than 300 students.

The different sustainability teams focus their work on specific issues 
affecting their business. They receive training in the form of on-site 
workshops. In the case of one project partner in the Lalendorf district of 
Rostock, the sustainability team is looking at innovative rail logistics 
with the goal of developing a more energy-efficient customer solution. 
The starting point for the team’s hands-on assignment is an actual 
transportation contract being fulfilled by the logistic service provider 
which employs the two trainees. Currently the provider almost exclusi-
vely uses road transport, but in the future the company is aiming to 
offer customers a solution that includes rail transport between 
northeastern and southern Germany.

A team from Kehl am Rhein is focusing on environmentally compatible 
supply chains. The goal here is to improve energy efficiency by using a 
weight-optimized semitrailer. The trainees threw their full energy into 
the challenge, conducting research and calculations before submitting a 
proposal to management. Today the weight-optimized semitrailer is in 
operation. As a special highlight for the trainees, the truck tarp bears 
the name of the project and the German Federal Environmental Foundation.

The project is already a complete success. The project partners have 
continued to step up their efforts, while intensive networking has allowed 
concrete sustainability measures to take root among the trainers in the 
companies as well as the instructors in the participating vocational 
schools. In October 2013, the initiative was honored by the German 
National Committee of the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable  
Development, receiving recognition for its contribution to the Learning 
Sustainability alliance.

Jens-Jochen Roth
Steinbeis Innovation Center Logistics and Sustainability (Sinsheim)
su1431@stw.de | www.sln-sinsheim.de
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IMMODGEL: Innovative systems for use in immune 
modulation with implants
Steinbeis collaborates on EU project

Transplants and implants often fail because of an uncontrollable 
immune reaction in the recipient. An international research  
team, including the Steinbeis-Europa-Zentrum from Karlsruhe, has 
decided to now tackle the issue as part of an EU research project 
called IMMODGEL.

The international project team is focusing primarily on dental and laryngeal 
implants made of titanium. The experts are examining local immune 
modulation in the area around the implant using innovative hydrogel-
based systems. The aim is to avoid the most common undesirable immune 
reactions triggered by implants. An innovative solution based on chemical 
and biological components should reduce these reactions. The design 
needs to be adaptable so that it can be used with all kinds of implants, 
medical equipment or transplants.

A diagnostic test is also being developed to predict the immune reaction 
of patients to implant materials. The chemical and physical properties of 
the design will be changed to avoid rejections. Thanks to IMMODGEL, 
for the first time ever, implants will be adapted individually to minimize 
undesired reactions.

The Steinbeis-Europa-Zentrum is taking care of administrative and  
financial aspects of the project and is responsible for promoting the 
project, sharing the project results and managing communication and 
intellectual property rights. In its role as project coordinator, the SEZ 
also acts as a go-between between the European Commission on the 
one hand and SMEs and scientific partners on the other.

Virtual test bench for building performance
Steinbeis co-develops software application

Buildings are one of the main contributors to global warming  
and play an important role in halting climate change. One decisive 
technology in this respect will be buildings technology, which is  
already a central nervous system for controlling systems and 
equipment in buildings. The Steinbeis Innovation Center energie+ 
is working as a partner in a project to provide scientific support 
for the launch of the first software to control and monitor  
building automation processes.

There are major deficits in this area in construction practice. Until now, 
there have been no methods in building automation to define precise 
functions and how they should be checked. As a result, the energy  
efficiency of buildings is between 5% and 30% under potential levels.

As part of a collaboration with Braunschweig University of Technology, 
RWTH Aachen University and synavision GmbH (also from Aachen),  
the Steinbeis Innovation Center is submitting buildings and systems to 
virtual testing. A software package called “energie navigator” makes it 
possible to precisely map automation functions and evaluate operational 
data, assigning a special value called “operation quality.” For the first 
time, this provides a measurement value of contractual validity, which is 
suitable for signing off and monitoring automation systems. Based on 
initial experience, the anticipated savings made by using this virtual test 
bench are around 10% or higher.

The Steinbeis Innovation Center energie+ will be conducting field tests 
to evaluate actual “operation quality” and any identified operational 
errors. Owners of buildings and equipment who would like to test their 
property can also take part in the launch, gaining access to scientific 
support. 

winLIFE in tune with latest developments
Steinbeis researchers implement guidelines

The Steinbeis Transfer Center New Technologies in Traffic  
Engineering is integrating finite elements into software called 
winLIFE to carry out lifetime computations in complex estimation 
scenarios. The software has now been extended to include a  
module for verifying static strength and fatigue strength in line 
with guidelines laid down by the FKM (the German mechanical  
engineering board).

The analysis can only be conducted on the “point of verification” and 
stress can only be input manually by users (without FEM). All examples 
provided by the FKM can thus be precisely understood without casting 
doubt on rounding errors or network problems with the FE analysis. 
Once users are familiar with the system, they can make use of data in 

the FE program and not just calculate the point of verification but ulti-
mately also all points on the surface, even depicting load factors. This 
makes the program highly versatile.

Other winLIFE module extensions previously in use are still available. 
Seminars are on offer to provide more information about the new mo-
dule. The FKM guideline software extension has been available since July.
 

 Dr. Jonathan Loeffler, Dr. Mercedes Dragovits
Steinbeis-Europa-Zentrum Karlsruhe (Karlsruhe)
mercedes.dragovits@stw.de | www.steinbeis-europa.de

Dr.-Ing. Stefan Plesser
Steinbeis Innovation Center energie+ (Braunschweig)
stefan.plesser@stw.de | www.steinbeis.de/su/1725

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Günter Willmerding
Steinbeis Transfer Center New Technology in Traffic Engineering (Ulm)
su0089@stw.de | www.stz-verkehr.de
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An attractive network – both virtual and real
Steinbeis designs new website for Bremer Strassenbahn AG

Bremer Strassenbahn AG (BSAG) is a public transportation company that helps people get around the city of Bremen, Germany. It has  
an extensive rail network covering Bremen and extending to the neighboring towns to its north, east, south and west. But BSAG didn’t 
just want to be at the cutting edge of rail transport, it also wanted to blaze new trails with its website. The Bremen-based i/i/d Institute 
of Integrated Design, a Steinbeis Transfer Center, developed a completely new website to spearhead the company’s communications, 
pulling together all travel information related to Bremen and making it compatible for display on mobile devices. Everything passengers 
need to know about trams and buses, timetables and road construction – not to mention the company, its employees, and its fleet – is 
presented on the attractive homepage.

BSAG currently employs a workforce of almost 2,000 and provides  
vocational training to 100 young people. Its 334 trams and buses travel 
more than 70,000km and stop at 1,400 stations as they transport the 
300,000 people who use its services each day. The company’s website is 
visited by some 500,000 users each month; timetable information is its 
most popular function.

After more than ten years online, it was time to completely revamp the 
company’s old website and develop a new, contemporary approach. The 
company formed a working group, headed up and moderated by media 
expert Martin Ulrich. This group developed a detailed specification list 
to serve as a basis for requesting tenders. The i/i/d transfer center was 
selected for the project over two dozen well-known agencies. After the 
contract was awarded, i/i/d fleshed out and implemented its design for 
the BSAG homepage. The result is a well-structured, easy-to-navigate 
website that presents a vast amount of information in a logical, multi-
level structure. Up-to-date information can easily be found at a glance 
(information on timetables, specific lines and delays), while a click on 
each item of information takes the user to the next level for more  
details. The site is color-coded to help users navigate through the main 
pages and subpages of the different categories, making it easier to find 
information quickly. The homepage is available in German and English, 
designed with accessibility in mind, and optimized for mobile access 
from all devices.

The images on the site appeal to users’ emotions – authentic photos of 
passengers in everyday situations that users can relate to, paired with 
statements such as “For exploring your world” or “For cost cutters and 
tree huggers.” The pictures reinforce BSAG’s image as a modern company 
serving all residents of Bremen. And visitors can also find out more 
about the BSAG employees who keep things running smoothly, day in 
and day out: Drivers, mechatronic technicians, and executives talk about 
their jobs at BSAG in short video portraits made by young filmmakers. An 
accessible company that shows how much it values its employees.

The new Bremer Strassenbahn AG website not only strengthens the 
BSAG brand, but also helps Bremen residents identify with their local 
transportation company, and its employees with their company. A strong 
team that keeps Bremen on the move!

Prof. Detlef Rahe
 Steinbeis Transfer Center i/i/d Institute of Integrated Design (Bremen) 
su0417@stw.de | www.iidbremen.de
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Measuring in-house levels of innovation
Steinbeis Transfer Institute develops tool kit for systematic innovation management 

The ability to take innovations to market quickly and successfully is more important than it has ever been with respect to how companies 
safeguard their competitive edge and fuel growth. As globalization intensifies, particularly medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) find themselves 
in situations where they have no choice but to react to a change in circumstances. But many SMEs have limited resources, so planning 
and methodically picking up on opportunities – and fending off threats – presents the challenge of how to manage innovations as  
efficiently as possible. A variety of studies show that it is worth taking on this challenge: SMEs that use systematic innovation management 
reduce “times to market” by 25%. The Steinbeis Transfer Institute of Management and Internationalization, which belongs to Steinbeis 
University Berlin, now offers a toolkit that makes it possible to gauge the innovative capability of medium-sized enterprises quickly,  
precisely and efficiently.

SMEs approach innovation very differently from larger companies. 
They are typically less systematic and have less continuation, although 
they lean particularly toward investments in new technology. This  
results in incremental renewal and constantly challenges companies 
with fundamental questions: “How can I acquire new customers and 
how can I develop new markets for my products and services?”; “Will  
I manage to put the right resources in place and develop the ability  
to gain and maintain competitive advantage and USPs?”; “Which innova-
tions should I invest in in the future?” But at the same time, globalization 
offers so many opportunities to achieve additional growth by accessing 
new regional markets or customer segments, or by identifying new  
suppliers and strategic alliances.

The Steinbeis toolkit helps decision-makers determine their competitive 
standing. The results make it possible to make comparisons with other 
German or international companies in the same industry or across  
different industries. Based on this, other tools can be used to develop 
specific actions. This involves techniques such as technology scouting, 
foresight management, scenario setting, environmental scanning, trend 
evaluations and road-mapping. A series of workshops then help the 
company generate the right data and online tools are used to analyze 
and graph the results in a clear and condensed format.
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Steinbeis Transfer Institute of Management and  
Internationalization

Portfolio of services
•  Education and training: Seminars, workshops and  

intercultural training sessions
•  Certification: Technology and innovation management,  

international market analysis, Project and quality management
•  Consulting: Support in the internationalization of projects  

with respect to central and eastern Europe and in BRIC countries
•  Research: Growth and internationalization (particularly with  

respect to SMEs), cross-border knowledge management,  
emerging markets

•  Benchmarking of innovative capabilities in SMEs

Key areas
• Internationalization and internationality
•  International market research and international  

business development
•  Innovation and technology management
•  Intercultural and strategic management

The tool brings a variety of benefits to medium-sized enterprises in  
that it:

  provides a structured and systematic way to analyze in-house innovative 
capability and continuous improvement options

  creates transparency regarding company innovation and competitive 
standing

  provides insights into the impact of systematic innovation management 
on company performance

  highlights improvement potential in innovation management and 
competitiveness

  provides insights into the competitive situation in target markets, 
future trends and possible scenarios.

Comprehensive documentation is provided, detailing the results of the 
analysis and actions which can also be used as rock-solid arguments for 
bidding or funding processes.

The analysis brings added benefits to companies involved in banking, 
with meaningful KPIs to provide a solid foundation for funding or an 
investment in an alternative target company. The assessment also shows 
the strengths and weaknesses of current or potential portfolio companies, 
with benchmarks to compare companies in different countries and  

sectors of industry. It also provides insights on the ability of managers 
to drive innovations forward and implement them.

The toolkit can help political decision-makers and managers of networks 
or business clusters use public funding more effectively, to select appropriate 
companies to join networks or clusters, and to measure the innovation 
performance of different industries, or the age or size of groups in  
different regions.

 Frank Rossmeissl, Prof. Dr. David Rygl
Steinbeis Transfer Institute of Management and Internationalization  
(Nuremberg) 
david.rygl@stw.de | www.steinbeis-sibe.de/nuernberg
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A dentist with a novel business idea 
Steinbeis startup voucher for a professional kick-off to business

After obtaining certification as a oral surgery specialist, Dr. Martin Lampmann gained his first work experience at the university hospital 
in Heidelberg before deciding to venture into self-employment with his own practice. One thing soon became clear: He would need to tap 
into some additional business expertise. The Steinbeis startup voucher gave this budding entrepreneur access to professional consulting.

“I was sure that my business idea would work,” says Martin Lampmann 
as he looks back. “After all, I didn’t want to open your average dental 
practice. I wanted to exclusively offer oral surgery with a focus on  
implants. My offices are completely digital, from the administration to 
the technical equipment. We offer 3D X-rays and digital implant planning.” 
But the young dentist quickly came to realize that the vision of a 
highly modernized practice specializing in oral surgery isn’t enough to 
convince banks with his endeavor – as for any other kind of entrepreneur, 
dentists must also present a strong business plan. “Unfortunately,  
studying dentistry doesn’t exactly lay the right foundations in terms  
of business administration. That’s why I needed some support, but I had 
very few financial resources at my disposal,” explains the young  
business founder. Following a personal recommendation, he met up with 
Markus Schäfer, who suggested a startup voucher. Schäfer works as a 
Steinbeis consultant and is also CEO of Advico from Leonberg, Germany. 
He and his team specialize in startup consulting and financing. Founding 
entrepreneurs can apply for support with their endeavors as part of the 
startup voucher funding program offered by the European Social Fund 
and the Ministry for Finance and the Economy.

Martin Lampmann first took advantage of a short consultation session and 
then an in-depth consultation. The short consultation, which is available 
free of charge, gives budding entrepreneurs up to 8 hours of feedback for 
topics like products, the market, customers and business administration prior 
to founding the new startup. The in-depth consultation, in which a business 
plan is developed, generally runs over 10 days. Startups only bear 20 per-
cent of the costs, or a maximum of Euro 160 per day (incl. VAT). “There 
is a big difference between paying Euro 800 per day or only paying Euro 
160,” says Lampmann. “But the far greater benefit lies in access to ex-
perts. The consulting sessions forced me to think my business model 
through, down to the smallest detail, and to concentrate on things that I 
hadn’t even considered previously. This included things like a SWOT ana-
lysis, choosing the right location, market potential and the competition.” 
Analyzing the target groups and market volume provided impressive con-
firmation of the young entrepreneur’s business concept. It revealed, for 
example, that the market potential for implants for people over the age 
of 45 totaled more than Euro 105 million in the Stuttgart area.

The detailed business plan – complete with a 3-year forecast of turnover, 
budgets and liquidity – was enough to win over the banks. Lampmann 
was able to open his practice in Stuttgart in April of 2013. So far, not 
everything is running strictly according to plan, but Lampmann is con-
vinced that his practice will be a success. “Thanks to the initial forecast 
exercise, I always have a complete overview of what’s working and where 
we need to channel more effort. The Steinbeis consulting sessions and 
drafting the business plan are still incredibly useful to me because I can 
make sense of the numbers that my tax advisor gives me,” the dentist 
confirms. “For this reason alone, I would definitely recommend to any 
founders of a new business that they turn to Steinbeis for professional 
consulting. And one should never underestimate how much the critical 
eye of a third party can improve upon the intended project.”

Markus Schäfer
Steinbeis Consulting Center for Startups (Stuttgart)
markus.schaefer@stw.de | www.steinbeis.de/su/1635

Dr. Martin Lampmann
Oralchirurgie am Wallgraben (Stuttgart)
info@oralchirurgie-wallgraben.de 
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Cleaning up
Steinbeis student develops relaunch strategy for 
product portfolio

Product managers at companies involved in global business have 
two central roles: to manage existing products and to launch new 
and innovative products, thus contributing to long-term growth 
and ensuring the profitability of the company as a whole. As part 
of his two-year master’s degree program at the School of Inter-
national Business and Entrepreneurship (SIBE), which is part of 
Steinbeis University Berlin, Christoph Englert worked as Product 
Manager in the Product Area Chemicals of Adolf Würth GmbH & 
Co. KG.

Würth maintains a steady focus on two priorities: growth and profita-
bility – something underscored in no uncertain terms by the company’s 
patron, Reinhold Würth. The transfer project carried out by Christoph 
Englert as part of his master’s degree also adhered to these clear  
principles: “Growth through customer-centric product innovations.” A 
central aspect of his project was the task of overhauling the existing 
product portfolio in a niche market to make it more client- and  
user-friendly, in order to achieve long-term sales growth. The products 
concerned are used in chemical applications in the food and beverages 
sector and primarily consist of cleaning materials, lubricants and oils.  
All have to be registered by category at NSF International, an indepen-

dent public health and safety organization. Only NSF-registered
products can be used by customers in the food and beverages 
processing industry.

The emphasis of Englert’s project was laying the strategic foundations 
for a relaunch to pave the way for subsequent implementation and to 
maximize success. The concept of transfer also played a decisive role, so 
Englert applied the instruments of strategic development that he had learned 
in his studies to his transfer project at his place of work. Accordingly, he 
carried out an evaluation of internal and external factors, a stakeholder 
analysis and an assessment of current customer requirements. He also 
conducted a comprehensive investigation into the market and competitors. 
In addition to this, he worked up relevant theories on ways to deal with 
both supply and demand, breaking them down to address key issues 
raised by the project. In doing so, he developed a launch model which 
drew on both theory and practice. Not only did it outline the new product 
portfolio, but also contained recommendations on the optimum timing 
of the entire project.

Aside from providing important findings with respect to the portfolio 
strategy, as part of his launch model Englert created a list of actions. 
This included measures to succeed with implementation of the project, 
which could be derived from Englert’s findings. Having developed a stra-
tegy, which Englert then included in his master’s thesis at Steinbeis  
University Berlin, in April 2014 Würth started rolling out the project in 
two phases. The first phase involves overhauling existing products in the 
portfolio, before new and innovative products are introduced in the  
second phase. The aim is to have all products outlined in the strategy 
ready by the fall of 2015, across all categories, so that the company can 
start selling.

In the medium term, Würth’s aim is to raise sales with the new NSF 
portfolio, with growth of around 25% by the end of 2016. In the long 
term, this will allow the company to become a strong player in the Ger-
man NSF market, which is continually expanding. However, this growth 
and the associated levels of profitability should not be at the expense of 
the customer. Prices should match market needs and the aim is for the 
new and innovative products outlined in the transfer project to access 
more customers in the food and beverages sector than previously, ma-
king a modest contribution to safeguarding the future of the Würth corpo-
ration. 

Patricia Mezger
Steinbeis School of International Business and Entrepreneurship at 
 Steinbeis University Berlin (Berlin/Herrenberg) 
su1249@stw.de | www.steinbeis-sibe.de

Christoph Englert
Adolf Würth GmbH & Co. KG
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Global electrical engineering projects
Group of VDE specialists attends convention in Portugal

Prof. Manfred Dorsch, director of the Steinbeis Transfer Center  
for Applied Electronics, is the long-standing chairman of a profes-
sional group coordinated by the Association for Electrical, Electronic 
and Information Technologies (VDE). The “9.4.1. Electricity Supply 
Group” met up in Portugal for its latest convention to raise the 
profile of global projects aimed at attracting workers to come to 
Germany.

Aside from discussing specialists topics, the aim of the convention was 
to look more closely at economic development in Portugal and to identify 
ways to strengthen VDE ties with corresponding bodies in Portugal. 

Speeches were given by Steinbeis experts and partners from trade and 
industry to examine various factors. The discussion focused on interna-
tional Steinbeis transfer activities, especially in Eastern Europe, as well 
as the current status of ICT and demands placed on policymakers. German 
managers in Portugal talked about the efforts being made by the  
Portuguese authorities to find a way out of the economic crisis.

Now the aim is to use the networks forged during the convention to 
recruit specific groups of workers to work in Germany.

A powerful transfer alliance
Joint venture bolsters transfer between companies

Strong partners in transfer: Steinbeis and the non-profit  
organization “Baden-Württemberg: Connected” have joined forces 
to set up a company called bwcon GmbH. The joint venture will 
serve as a competent service provider, supporting companies,  
organizations and private individuals involved in the strategic  
application of technology. 

bwcon will be involved in a variety of activities and support models. One 
business module will focus on the management of networks spanning 
different technologies, companies and organizations. Another will place 
the focus on consulting, but also the coordination of research and inno-
vation programs. Startups will also be able to turn to bwcon for profes-
sional support with the move to self-employment.

The company will place particular emphasis on technology transfer  
networks out of public sources of knowledge such as universities, but 
also between seats of knowledge in private business.

As a leading business initiative aimed at promoting Baden-Württemberg 
as a location of innovation and hi-tech business, “Baden-Württemberg: 
Connected” brings together over 600 enterprises and research institutions, 
which employ over 5,500 experts overall.

Prof. Manfred Dorsch
Steinbeis Transfer Center Applied Electronics (Adelsheim)
manfred.dorsch@stw.de | www.stz-ae.de

Steinbeis (Stuttgart)
stw@steinbeis.de | www.steinbeis.de
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Identifying and using new products
Steinbeis exhibition staged in Pforzheim

For the second time, Steinbeis invited firms and business partners 
to showcase their new products and processes at a “concept  
exploitation” exhibition called Products Seek Producers. The  
exhibition held on Friday, October 24 at the IHK offices in Pforzheim 
revolved around the field of precision technology.

Patented concept seeks business partner, producer and sales partner. 
Steinbeis joined forces with specialists at the Northern Black Forest IHK 
chamber of commerce, the Karlsruhe Chamber of Skilled Crafts, the 
Hochform Precision Technology business cluster, INNONET plastics and 
the Baden-Württemberg State Mechatronics Network to invite exhibitors 
and other visitors to present, seek and identify novelties and useful ideas.

Following its successful premier in Reutlingen last year, a variety of  
innovations were presented in a specific field of technology. “There are 
lots of innovation and inventors’ fairs, but ‘Products Seek Producers’ is 
the first in Germany organized along these lines,” explained Wolfgang 
Müller, director of the Infothek Steinbeis Transfer Center in Villingen-
Schwenningen. The exhibition provided a special forum for providers 
and producers involved in precision technology to mingle. Additionally, 
visitors to the exhibition could gain an overview of current develop-
ments in the industry.

To coincide with the exhibition, there was also a series of talks revolving 
around precision technology and funding options. The exhibitors at the 
event ranged from companies to universities and inventors with any 

A good company culture – that’s certified
Steinbeis Transfer Center receives award as  
TOP Employer 2014

The Steinbeis Transfer Center for Microelectronics (TZM) – which 
for years has specialized in the development of electronic solutions 
used in hardware and software systems in the fields of automotive, 
medical and automation technology – promotes and lives a company 
culture marked by its focus on personnel. This has been honored by 
a TOP Employer prize. It’s not the first time the Göppingen-based 
company has been given the award.

The CEO, Edgar Grundstein and head of HR, Sandra Welter, developed 
processes to offer every worker open channels of communication, com-
prehensive options to undergo specialist and personal training, methods 
for developing intellectual and physical abilities, staff meetings and  
special “workflows,” as part of existing projects or new ones. Its efforts 
have now earned the TZM the honor of TOP Employer 2014 from TOP-
JOB, an independent leadership and HR management institute at the 
University of St. Gallen in Switzerland. An evaluation conducted by the 
institute awarded the TZM top marks in the categories of “Motivation  
& Vigor” and “Culture & Communication.”

To conduct the analysis, experts from the St. Gallen institute examined 
employer attractiveness based on two factors. First: Senior managers and 
HR managers were questioned about the methods and instruments used 

kind of new product based on precision technology or some other form 
of innovative technology. Visitors to the exhibition were interested in 
finding collaboration partners in research and development, sales or 
production.
 

in HR management. Second: A detailed employee survey was conducted 
to gauge satisfaction with the company’s working environment, the 
standard of management and personal identification with the company 
and the projects people are involved in.

The TZM is delighted with the award for two reasons. One: It shows that 
the processes used in HR are positively received by employees, and the 
company culture this engenders fosters team spirit and work motivation. 
Two: The honor galvanizes the image of the company as an employer in 
the hotly contested markets for top engineers and technicians.

Exhibition areas measuring 4 square meters can be reserved for free. To register as an  
exhibitor please contact: 

Ismihan Ayden
Steinbeis Transfer Center Infothek (Villingen-Schwenningen)
ismihan.ayden@stw.de | www.produkte-suchen-produzenten.de

Sandra Welter
Steinbeis Transfer Center Microelectronics (Göppingen)
sandra.welter@stw.de | www.tzm.de
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A Concept for a Passive Interest Book 
Management 
Series for Bank Managers and Financial 
Accountants, Volume 2
Markus Kudernatsch | Michael Lister 
(Publ.)

2014 | paperback, B&W | 420 pages, German
ISBN 978-3-943356-94-6

About the author
Dr. Markus Kudernatsch studied Media Business at the Ilmenau Univer-
sity of Technology. He earned his doctorate in 2010 at the University of 
Basel. Previously, he was a lecturer and research assistant and worked at 
Steinbeis University Berlin.

Analysis of Leadership Patterns in the 
Identification of Potential Improvements 
to the Externalization of Knowledge
Latifa Yakhloufi-Konstroffer

2014 | paperback, B&W | 278 pages, German
ISBN 978-3-941417-71-7

About the author
Dr. Latifa Yakhloufi-Konstroffer studied business administration at  
The Goethe University Frankfurt. She earned her doctorate in 2014 at 
Steinbeis University Berlin.

Steinbeis Engineering Study 
Modern HR Management in Engineering
Steinbeis Foundation (Publ.) | 
Arnd Gottschalk, Arno Voegele

2014 | paperback, color | 64 pages, German
ISBN 978-3-95663-010-1

About the authors
Prof. Dr. Arnd Gottschalk has been director of the Steinbeis Transfer 
Center for Human Resources & Organizations since 2004, where  
his work focuses on strategic HR management and organizational  
development. Before entering the world of academia, he worked for  
more than 15 years in a variety of management positions for companies 
in the industrial, banking and service sectors. Prof. asoc. univ. PhDr. Arno 
Voegele was the initiator of the Steinbeis Engineering Group and has 
authored a variety of publications and seminar guides on business  
planning/management, innovation and technology management,  
research and development management and cost management.

Steinbeis Consulting Study: 
Organizational Skills and Holistic 
Competence Measurement
The Steinbeis Company Competence 
Check
Steinbeis Foundation (Publ.) | 
Michael Ortiz, Katharina Maurer

2014 | paperback, color | 130 pages, German
ISBN 978-3-956630-06-4

About the authors
Dr. Michael Ortiz (Dipl.-Soz. Univ.) completed his doctorate at the  
University of Mannheim on the topic of comparative innovation  
systems research. As part of his university research and lecturing  
at Mannheim and Oldenburg, he examined innovation research, inno-
vation management, and knowledge and technology transfer. Since 
July 2013, he has been working at Steinbeis Beratungszentren GmbH 
as a project manager in the areas of business and strategy consulting, 
competitive knowledge and technology transfer, business competence 
measurement, business startups, and scientific studies and evalua-
tions. Katharina Maurer (B. Eng.) has a business engineering degree 
from Heilbronn University. Since 2012, she has been working at  
Steinbeis Beratungszentren GmbH as a project manager in the fields 
of funding program supervision and evaluation (energy and resource 
efficiency) for business and state banks. She also works in knowledge 
and technology transfer at the interface between universities and 
businesses (SMEs).

Experts.Knowledge.Sharing.
New releases from Steinbeis-Edition

Steinbeis-Edition, the publishing arm of the Steinbeis Foundation, 
regularly publishes works reflecting the scope of the Steinbeis 
Network’s expertise. All titles can be easily ordered via our online 
shop at: www.steinbeis-edition.de
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Missed Opportunities?  
The Situation Encountered by Develop-
ment and Design Managers in Small 
and Medium-sized Enterprises
Arno Voegele | Georg Villinger

2014 (2nd edition) | paperback, color | 108 pages, German. 
ISBN 978-3-95663-005-7

About the authors
Prof. asoc. univ. PhDr. Arno Voegele was the initiator of the Steinbeis 
Engineering Group and has authored a variety of publications and seminar 
guides on business planning/management, innovation and technology 
management, research and development management and cost  
management in engineering. Dipl.-Wirtsch.-Ing. (FH) Georg Villinger is 
director of the Steinbeis Transfer Center for Development, Manufacturing, 
and Management in Stuttgart and gives lectures on strategic management 
at a variety of universities.

Business health! Healthy business? 
Civil Private Partnerships and Improved 
Health Care

 Bärbel Held

2014 | paperback, color | 208 pages, German
ISBN 978-3-95663-002-6

About the author
Prof. Dr. Bärbel Held studied political economics and completed a busi-
ness degree in 1987. She worked for a variety of public administration 
bodies for 15 years before becoming a business consultant and sales  
manager at Oracle in Germany. She has been a professor at Steinbeis 
University Berlin’s faculty for Public Management since 2011.

Business Process Management in
Practice
Steinbeis Business Academy (Publ.) | 
Horst Ellringmann, Ralf Werner

2014 | paperback, B&W | 104 pages, German
ISBN 978-3-943356-11-3

About the author
After studying electrical engineering, Horst Ellringmann worked for 15 
years in senior positions at industrial enterprises and service providers. 
Since then, he has worked as a consultant for management and business 
organization. His work centers around business process management. 
Ralf Werner, MBA, is a manager at Steinbeis Business Academy with 
responsibility for HR and organizational development. He has success-

fully introduced business process management at a variety of business 
enterprises and service providers.

Project Management
Steinbeis Business Academy (Publ.) | 
Peter Dohm, Rainer Esterer, Maximilian 
May, Edda Schönberger

2014 | paperback, B&W | 268 pages, German/English
ISBN 978-3-943356-63-2

About the authors
Prof. Dr. Peter Dohm is a professor of business administration at the Universi-
ty Policy Academy in Villingen-Schwenningen and director of the Steinbeis 
Business Academy (SBA). Dipl.-Kfm. Rainer Esterer is a lecturer of econo-
mics and business at the Bavarian Police Education Institute (BPFI) in Ain-
ring. Maximilian May, MBA, is a certified senior project manager for orga-
nizational consulting. Dipl.-Wirt.-Rom. Edda Schönberger is a scientific 
project assistant at SBA.

Corporate Mediation – 2014/02 
Corporate Culture. How Much Conflict 
does My/A Company Need?
Gernot Barth, Bernhard Böhm (Publ.)

2014 | stapled, color | 68 pages, German
ISSN 2194-430X

About the publishers
Associate professor Dr. habil. Gernot Barth has been working as a medi-
ator and trainer of mediators since the foundation of IKOME® (the Ins-
titute of Communication and Mediation), the Steinbeis Consulting Center 
for Mediation in Business, and the Academy for Social Aspects and Law 
(Steinbeis Transfer Institute at Steinbeis University Berlin). A qualified 
attorney and master of mediation, Bernhard Böhm is co-director along-
side Dr. Gernot Barth of the Steinbeis Consulting Center for Corporate 
Mediation as well as the state-approved office of the Steinbeis Consulting 
Centers company (Steinbeis Beratungszentren GmbH). He also shares 
responsibility for a variety of domestic and European mediation projects 
involving cross-border mediation.
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Yvonne Hübner
Steinbeis-Edition (Stuttgart) 
edition@steinbeis.de | www.steinbeis-edition.de
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Steinbeis is an international service provider in entrepreneurial know-
ledge and technology transfer. The Steinbeis Transfer Network is made 
up of about 1,000 enterprises. Specialized in chosen areas, Steinbeis 
Enterprises’ portfolio of services covers research and development; con-
sulting and expert reports as well as training and employee develop-
ment for every sector of technology and management. Steinbeis Enter-
prises are frequently based at research institutions, especially 
universities, which are constituting the Network’s primary sources of 
expertise. The Steinbeis Network comprises around 6,000 experts com-
mitted to practical transfer between academia and industry. Founded in 
1971, the Steinbeis-Stiftung is the umbrella organization of the Stein-
beis Transfer Network. It is headquartered in Stuttgart, Germany.
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